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DEPARTMENT OF 
ntomology 
University of Nebraska 
Number 2 - 1966 
DEPARTMENT OF ENTOMOLOGY NEWSLETTER. UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA __ 
NUMBER 2. 1966 
Cover: C. Y. Thompson Library 
An architectural and aesthetic showplace, a structure of 
strikingly simple design, and a modern representation of 
a classic Greek Temple, the new $1.25 million research 
library of the University of Nebraska's East Campus is 
utilitarian as well as a beautiful design. The structure 
is located in the midst of rose and peony gardens at the 
present eastern edge of the campus building area. 
The three-story steel and glass structure is about 120 feet 
square, with a light well running through the center. It 
contains 58,000 square feet of usable floor space. A 13-
foot overhang on the outside is distinctive and an integral 
part of the structural design which allows the liberal use 
of tinted glass on all sides. Fluorescent lights concealed 
by a false Ilhoneycomb ll cover the entire ceiling. It is now 
possible to bring under one roof for the first time a number 
of book collections (including Entomology) which have been 
stored in widely separated locations. 
FOREWORD 
Newsletter Number 1 and its format received much favorable 
comment. The newly formed Bruner Entomology Club at the University 
of Nebraska thus decided to sponsor Newsletter Number 2. 
Newsletter Number 2 would not have been possible if it were not 
for cooperation and encouragement from the alumni, staff and students 
of the Ent.omology Department. This help is much appreciated. Especial 
thanks is due to Dr. Hill who made many helpful suggestions and added 
personal notes from his long experience with the Department. Appre-
ciation is due to Mrs. Schock who supplied most of the substantial 
amount of secretarial help necessary for this undertaking. Thanks 
is also due to Mrs. Bare who helped with the typing and mimeographing. 
Although this Newsletter is labeled Number 2, it should really 
be Number 3 for prior to the 1962 Newsletter there was a 1911 News-
letter.l It is interesting to note that two of the alumni listed in 
the 1911 Newsletter, Dr. W. D. Pierce and Dr. R. W. Dawson, are still 
active in entomological research. It is with deepest regrets that 
we hear of the death of another alumnus listed in the 1911 News-
letter, Dr. M. A. Carriker, Jr. He died last summer in Colombia, 
South America, after a long and productive career. One of his last 
papers, published posthumously, appeared in the Proceedings of the 
United States National Museum (vol. 118, no. 3532, 1966). 
It is hoped that the quality of this present undertaking lives 
up to that of its predecessors. 
D. \'T. Ribble 
Editor 
May 27, 1966 
1 
The Entomology Number of Agriculture Vol. IX, No. 11, published in 
January 1911 by the Association of Agricultural Students, University 
of Nebraska. 
LAWRENCE BRUNER 
May 19, 1966 
Lawrence Bruner - Pioneer Nebraska Entomologist 
Within the past year the West Point Republican noted under its 
II In Days Gone By" column that 90 years ago 11 Lawrence Bruner will send 
a lot of duplicate bugs and insects to the Austin Institute, at Salem, 
Mass., in a few days. Lawrence says that he has some bugs which will 
bring him 50 cents apiece." 
About the time the above local item was being published, the 
Lawrence Bruner Entomology Club was organized by the Entomology 
graduate students here at the University of Nebraska. 
Rather than account here the details of his life and accom~lish­
ments, two contemporaries are quoted to describe Lawrence Bruner. 
Herbert Osborn, one of America's greatest teachers and research 
workers in entomology, in his "Fragments of Entomological Historyll 
writes: IIHe (Bruner) was an unusual field naturalist, at home on the 
plains or in the mountains where he spent much time in studies of 
grasshoppers and other farm pests. * ~{- * Aside from his teaching and 
his training of a number of distinguished entomologists he will be 
known to future entomologists as author of a number of important 
papers on Orthoptera. Bruner * * * was one of the 'field naturalists' 
who was at home and most happy when in quest of birds, insects or 
other animals. His extensive field trips resulted in large accumu-
lations of insects and, especially in Orthoptera, the Nebraska Uni-
versity collection is one of the richest in the country." 
At the funeral services for Professor Bruner on Februar,y 3, 1937, 
Dr. A. E. Sheldon, Nebraska's premier historian, said: !lIn the future 
annals of Nebraska, Lawrence Bruner will be known as the state's first 
great naturalist. Whatever successors may come in that field his 
position is secure for all time. His childhood passion was for bugs, 
butterflies and birds. He was his own teacher for most of his work 
in this field, like Audubon and Nuttall. The woods, mountains and 
prairies were his school room. On the honor roll of those daring 
pioneers who have made Nebraska what she is and what she hopes to be 
will always be inscribed the name of Lawrence Bruner.1I 
The note from the West Point, Nebraska paper and the organization 
of the Lawrence Bruner Entomology Club are evidences the name of Bruner 
has not been forgotten. 
1 
The two succeeding paragraphs are adapted from an article by M. H. 
Swenk in The Nebraska Bird Review for April 30, 1937. 
THE BRUNER ENTOMOIDGY CIDB 
In late September, 1965 several of the graduate students here 
at the University began discussing the possibility of fornn~g an 
entomology club to provide social functions and hold meetings ru~· the 
purpose of scholarly endeavor. In October, 1965 this became a reali~y 
and the Brmer Entomology Club held its first meeting. Approximately 
15 students were present, the future looked bright and the group 
decided to tr,y to perpetuate the organization. Officers were elected 
and standing committees were appointed as follows: President, Doug 
Cates; Vice-President, Jon Rhine; Secretary-Treasurer, Paul Paterson; 
Program Chairmen, Don Lawson and Dave Keith; Social Chairmen, Dave 
Kei th and Paul Peterson; Newsletter Chairman, Dave Ribble; Service 
Chairman, Chong Park; Constitution Chairman, Derril Munson. 
At the time this Letter is being written the Club is a grand 
success. We have had excellent speakers at all our programs and an 
attendance of 20 to 25 students and faculty members at each meeting. 
Our first speaker was Dr. Roscoe E. Hill who sent off the Club with a 
talk on Lawrence Bruner, the distinguished Nebraska pioneer ento-
mologist, for whom the Club is named. In December a Christmas part.y 
was held. Gifts were exchanged by both the young llkidsll and the old 
II kids " alike and with the exception of a few colds the party was a 
huge success. Our J anuar,y program was provided by Dr. l'1larren T. 
At yeo who enlightened the Club concerning research he is pursuing. 
The attendance was particularly good that night as Dr. At yeo requested 
his Acarology class be present. In February we hosted our first 
speaker from another department. Dr. Paul Johnsgard of the Depar·tment 
of Zoology spoke on his trip to South America to observe the habits 
of the torrent duck. In March another member of the Zoology Depart-
ment, Dave Shaw, who is a research associate in the Institute for 
Cell Research spoke on the work being pursued in the Cell Laboratory 
at the University of Nebraska. 
Aside from putting together this Newsletter the Club has been 
quite busy with other service projects under the direction of Chong 
Park. The display cases in the second floor hall of the Plant 
Industry Building have been c leaned and all ragged specimens replaced. 
In addition to this very worthwhile endeavor, Chong and Dave Ribble 
have replaced the'lettering on the doors of the Entomology offices. 
In addition to the academic pursuits of the organization there 
are some frivolous happenings that bear mentioning. The Club initi-
ated the policy of awarding a Professor of the Month and a Student 
of the Month award. Thus far Dr. StapleS-has been named Professor 
Of the Month twice for devious deeds such as leaving the greenhouse 
vents open during a March blizzard. Dr. Hill has also won the award, 
but only once. Dave Ribble, Dave Keith and Tom Dean have all won the 
stUdent award but no stUdent has consistently been able to perform 
blmders in sufficient~ high quantity and quality to merit lithe 
honor" more than once. 
As for the future - we are planning one more meeting and a 
spring dinner for the current academic year. We believe this year's 
activities provided a firm foundation and we are hopeful the Bruner 
Entomology Club will persist through many II generations I! of embr,yo 
entomologists at the University of Nebraska. 
NEW DEPARTMENT FACILITIES 
The University of Nebraska Field Laboratory is located on the 
site of the former Nebraska Ordnance Plant near Mead. The facility 
occupies 8,834 acres of land and a complex of buildings formerly used 
for the manufacture of heavy ordnance during World War II. Plans for 
utilization of the area include the eventual relocation of all farm 
activities now at the Lincoln campus. At the present time some acti-
vities of the Departments of Dairy Science, Agronomy, Animal Science, 
Horticulture, Agricultural Engineering, and Entomology have been 
established. 
The Department of Entomology was one of the first to take 
advantage of available land and buildings for expansion of its research 
program. Since 1963 apiculture, corn insect control and some forage 
insect research has been based at the new laboratory. A former loading 
dock in the south half of section 24 was converted for use as a honey 
house and laboratory. Colonies of Apis mellifera are now common sights 
in sheltered areas adjacent to legume plantings. The corn insect pro-
ject was fortunate to claim Fire Station No. 2 in section 26 as its 
home. This building, 40 by 80 feet, has been completely remodeled to 
provide three laboratories and two offices plus a large completely 
equipped shop for equipment maintenance and II cage manufacture. II 
Along with the buildings, 20 acres of land is being developed for 
entomology field plot work. Ten acres have been developed for irri-
gation. Studies in progress at Mead include a field screening program 
of insecticides for corn rootworm control, corn rootworm oviposition 
and migration studies, and an egg sampling experiment designed to 
determine if corn rootworm populations and damage can be predicted from 
soil samples. 
Visitors are always welcome at the new field laboratory which can 
be reached easily from either Lincoln or Omaha. 
The Livestock Insect Project inherited the "old poultry marketing 
building II and two smaller buildings on the north side of the tractor 
test strip. These structures became available for our use when Poultry 
Science moved into their new facility. Remodeling during the past year 
has been a slow and continuous process, and is yet to be completed. 
Approximately 2,000 square feet of floor space are available for insect 
rearing and laboratory studies. Although crude by modern standards, 
the facility (and its odor, according to many visitors) is well suited 
for the project acitivites. 
STAFF 
Row 1, L. to R. - Lloyd W. Andersen, Nina Jeffrey, Aline N. 
Bare, Esther A. Schock, Calvin M. Jones, 
Robert E. Roselle, Roscoe E. Hill. 
Row 2, L. to R. - Arthur F. Hagen, Kenneth P. Pruess, Terrance 
L. Dukes, Ahmed M. Kadoum, S. Dean Kindler, 
Robert Staples, Harold J. Ball. 
Row 3, L. to R. - Donald E. Lawson, Gerald T. Weekman, George 
R. Manglitz, John F. Hermanussen, Walter R. 
Akeson, Henry Stevens, Johnny M. Perdue, 
James M. Schalk. 
Not shown - - - - Warren T. At yeo, Jerold H. L. Bell, 
Jon J. Rhine. 
GRAIlJATE STUDENTS 
Row 1, L. to R. - Khogali Ahmed, David L. Keith, J. Derril 
Munson, Saad Elfaki, George Salama, John L. 
Wedberg. 
Row 2, L. to R. - Phil Lindekugel, Chong K. Park, David W. 
Ribble, Paul C. Peterson, Fathi Hommeida . 
Row 3, L. to R. - Md. Mansoor Ahmad, Gary L. Beland, Thomas 
, R. Dean, M. Douglas Cates, Abdel Zarroug, 
Mohammed Ali, A. A. Abdalla. 
Not shown - - - - William P. Jansen, Robert C. Keefer, Ralph 
M. Priest, Jr. 
CURRENT RESEARCH PROJECTS 
Biology, Ecology and Control of the Stable Fly - Calvin M. Jones 
Relation of Insects to the Transmission and Epidemiology of Plant 
Diseases - Robert Staples and W. B. Allington 
Sweetclover Weevil Investigations - George Manglitz 
Biology of the Sweetclover Aphid and Development of Resistance in 
Sweetclover to this Insect - George Manglitz 
Biology, Ecology and Control of the European Corn Borer - Jon Rhine 
and R. E. Hill 
Biology, Ecology and Economics of Noctuidae - Kenneth P. Pruess 
Effects of Visible Spectrum Irradiation on Growth and Development in 
Several Species of Insects - Harold J. Ball 
Investigations of Field Bean Insects with Emphasis on the Western 
Bean Cutworm, Loxagrotis albicosta - A. F. Hagen 
Maintenance of Marketability of Stored Grain Through Control of 
Insects and Rodents - Ahmed Kadoum, H. J. Ball and stuart Nelson 
Biology and Control of Insect Pests Affecting Livestock and Man -
Calvin M. Jones 
Factors Influencing the Distribution and Abundance of Grasshoppers 
in Nebraska - K. P. Pruess and R. E. Hill 
Investigations of Legume and Grass Insects - G. R. Manglitz, S. D. 
Kindler and J. M. Schalk 
Field and Laborator,y Investigations of Insecticides - A. F. Hagen, 
G. T. Weekman, H. J. Ball and R. Staples 
Biology, Ecology and Control of Corn Rootworms - G. T. Weekman 
Use of Attractants, Repellents and Sterility Agents for Insect 
Control - H. J. Ball 
Factors Affecting the Role of Microorganisms in the Biological Control 
of Insect Pests - Staff 
l-ligration of Aphids and Noctuids - K. P. Pruess 
COURSES CURRENTLY OFFERED IN ENTOMOLOGY 
9. Beekeeping (2 cr II) Mr. Walstrom 
101. Introduction to Entomology (3 cr I, II) Mr. Pruess 
200. Insect Taxono~ (4 cr) Mr. At yeo 
201. Insect Physiology (3 cr) Mr. Ball 
203. Taxono~ of Immature Insects (3 cr) Mr. At yeo 
205. History and Literature of Entomology (2 cr) Mr. Hill 
206. Insect Ecology (3 cr) Mr. Hill 
207. Medical Entomology (3 cr) Mr. At yeo 
208. Insects Affecting Plants and Animals (3 cr I) Mr. Staples 
209. Insect Morphology (3 cr) Mr. At yeo 
2lls. Field Entomology (1-2 cr, max 4) Mr. At yeo, Mr. Ball 
225. Insect Transmission of Plant Pathogens (Bot 225) (3 cr) 
Mr. Boosalis, Mr. Staples 
291. Special Problems in Entomology (1-6 cr I, II, SS) Staff 
300. Insect Toxicology (3 cr) Mr. Staples 
301. Acarology (3 cr) Mr. At yeo 
303. Research in Entomology (1-12 cr) Staff 
305. Seminar (1 cr per sem, max 8 cr) Mr. At yeo, Mr. Ball, 
Mr. Hill, Mr. Manglitz, Mr. Pruess, Mr. Staples 
306. Principles of Systematic Entomology (3 cr) Mr. Pruess 
307-308. Thesis Course in Entomology (cr arranged) Mr. At yeo, 
Mr. Ball, Mr. Hill, Mr. Pruess, Mr. Staples, Mr. Weekman 
.. 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF 
WALTER R. AKESON (Assistant Professor, 196$-), 714$ Morrill Avenue, 
Lincoln, Nebraska. Last January Walt finish&d requi.rementsfor the 
PhD degree at the University of Wisconsin. He is now Assistant 
Professor of Agrono~ directing research on the biochemical resistance 
in sweetclover to the sweetclover weevil. This work is supported by 
contract funds from the ARS, Entomology Research Division. Walt is 
married and has two small boys. 
LLOYD W. ANDERSEN (Assistant Professor, 19$$-), 1955 R Street, Gering, 
Nebraska. As Survey and Extension Entomologist, and Potato Specialist, 
at Scotts Bluff Eltperiment Station, Lloyd has served as a member of the 
Potato Nutrition and Culture Committee and the Potato Insect Control 
Commi ttee of the Potato Association of America. Lloyd and his wife 
Helen have three children, twins Craig and Gail, and Timothy. Lloyd 
is an avid deer hunter and fisherman. 
WARREN T. ATYEO (Associate Professor; Curator, Entomology Division, 
State Museum, 1958-), 400 North 73rd Street, Lincoln, Nebraska. 
Dr. A tyeo teaches acarology, immature insects, morphology, medical 
entomology, systematics, summer field entomology, and taxonomy. His 
research is on mites associated with birds, especially feather mites. 
For those familiar with this area, the situation is in its usual state 
of chaotic normality; to anyone else the situation would be incompre-
hensible. However, his main duty consists of keeping Paul Peterson 
"looking sharp" and out of trouble. This is like trying to nail Jello 
to the wall. Two boys (7 and 3 years old) keep Tom and his wife 
Marilyn hopping. Dr. At yeo was selected for full Professor as this 
Newsletter goes to press. 
HAROLD J. BALL (Professor of Entomology, 19$1-), 7220 Aylesworth 
street, Lincoln, Nebraska. Dr. Ball teaches insect physiology and 
toxicology. He is planning an advanced insect physiology course for 
the fall of 1967. His research work is in the general area of insect 
photoreceptors, especially those not found on the head. His other 
duties include watching graduate stUdents Doug Cates, Don Lawson, 
Mansoor Ahmed and Bob Keefer to keep up with what they have been 
doing in the lab and bowling alleys. Dr. Ball presented an invi ta-
tional paper to the American Association of Agricultural Engineers 
in October 1965 on the effects of visible spectrum irradiation on 
growth in insects. The Balls have a new addition to the family; 
a daughter - Pamela Jean - was born on April 3, 1965. Naturally 
Ellen Ball has been working only part time at her job in Plant 
Pathology. The Ball family spent many of their 1965 summer week-
ends camping in the state of Nebraska. 
JEROLD H. L. BELL (Research Associate; Supervisor, Plant Pest Control 
Division, USDA, 19$6-), 1809 North 60th Street, Lincoln, Nebraska. 
Jerry is Supervisor in charge of all Plant Pest Control activities in 
Kansas and Nebraska. He has a BS degree from South Dakota State 
College and holds a staff appointment here at the UniverSity of Nebr-
aska as a Research Associate. Grasshopper control is his principal 
concern. Jerry is married and has three sons (8 to 12 years). 
ARThUR F. HAGEN (Assistant Professor, 1957-), 3009 Avenue G, Scotts-
bluff, Nebraska. As an Assistant Professor at the Scotts Bluff Experi-
ment Station, Art conducts research on insects affecting crops in the 
North Platte Valley. His primar,y research interests are the western 
bean cutworm and grasshoppers. Art is also interested in rocks and 
guns. He lives with his wife Marlene and four children - Sandra, 
Danette, Gwendolyn, and Merle. 
ROSCOE E. HILL (Professor; Chairman, 1940-), 848 Carlos Drive, Lincoln, 
Nebraska. As Chairman of the Entomology Department, Dr. Hill (n Chiefl!) 
is kept busy with paperwork, meetings, committees, teaching and seeing 
to the needs of the staff. He has a wide range of interest and experi-
ence in entomology. Dr. Hill is ver,y much interested in preparing a 
history of Nebraska entomology and will be investigating the European 
corn borer again this summer - a project which he has given much time 
for the past ten years. These corn borer studies also give him an 
opportunity to pursue much loved field work. He is so enthusiastic 
that he can quickly tire the most energetic graduate student. Dr. 
Hill tries to take part in most national and regional meetings. The 
Hills have four sons and two granddaughters. One son is in business 
and the others are pursuing college degrees. The Hills eepecially 
enjoy their vacations in the Rocky Mountains whenever possible. Dr. 
Hill is a regular member of the Tumble Bugs bowling team. For his 
herculean efforts in 1965 he received an impressive trophy (a figure 
that has just dropped a ball on his foot). 
CALVIN Me JONES (Instructor; Entomologist, Insects Affecting Man & 
Animals Research Branch, USDA, 1956-), 3441 North 52nd Street, Lincoln, 
Nebraska. Cal is working on the biology and control of livestock 
insects with emphasis on the face fly. Included in the stu.dies are the 
biology and ecology of a staphylinid beetle introduced from France 
during 1965 (this beetle is both a parasite and predator of the face 
fly) and the biological control of the face fly by this introduced 
beetle. Cal reports that the track record which he held in 1962 has 
been lost to John Hermanussen. However, the scars resulting from being 
kicked by the cows and stains from being splattered by their you-know-
what are still visible. The Jones have no children. 
AHMED M. KADOUM (Instructor, 1965-66), 2632 0 Street, Lincoln, Nebraska. 
Ahmed is now project leader for NC-37, dealing with trace levels of 
pesticide residues in agricultural commodities and on the effect of RF 
electric fields on stored grain pests. He hopes to finish his PhD 
i'l1ork by June and intends to take a position as toxicologist at Kansas 
state University next July 1. Ahmed was married this past year. 
S. DEAN KINDLER (Instructor; Research Entomologist, Forage Insect 
Laborator,y, USDA, 1964-), 1421 North 53rd Street, Lincoln, Nebraska. 
Dean is now associated with the Forage Insect Laborator,y in Lincoln. 
He is working on biology, ecology and control of aphids, leafhoppers, 
seed chalcids and other insects attacking alfalfa. Dean is writing 
his PhD dissertation and soon should be known as Dr. Kindler. Dean 
is married. 
DONALD E. LA\iSON (Instructor, 1962 - ), 834 South 47th street, Lincoln, 
Nebraska. Don is the project leader of the Hatch project which is 
devoted to the investigations of attractants, repellents and sterility 
agents for insect control. He finds time to sandwich in a game of 
golf nmJ and then between working and studying for a PhD. Don is 
married. 
GEORGE R. MANGLITZ (Associate Professor; Research Entomologist, USDA, 
1958-), 6715 Bethany Park Drive, Lincoln, Nebraska. Dr. Manglitz has 
a PhD degree from our Department and has been with us since 1958. He 
is in charge of the Forage Insect Laborator,y and works on the biology, 
ecology and control of forage crop insects. His primar,y research is 
on host plant resistance to the sweetclover weevil. The Forage Insect 
Laboratory is adding a shop and storage area and has already installed 
six environmental chambers (ISCO). Dr. Manglitz and his wife have 
four children, the youngest (a daughter) was born since the last 
Newsletter. 
KENNETH P. PRUESS (Associate Professor, 1957-), 1441 Urbana Lane, 
Lincoln, Nebraska. The North Platte Experiment Station enjoyed and 
profited by Kents residence from 1957-1965 (he finally made it to tho 
NU campus last year). At North Platte, work was on the bio]0gy and 
ecology of rangeland grasshoppers and cutworms. Another project cur-
rently supported by the National Science Foundation, was a study of 
the migration of the army cutworm moths. This latter research is con-
tinuing on the East Campus along with teaching General Entomology and 
Systematic Entomology. He and his wife (also known as Dr. Pruess) are 
collectors - collectors of valuable and decorative objects, including 
a son Cameron, aged 11:z year. Ken has a new fish stor,y about lithe big 
one that got away. II 
NEVA C. PRUESS (Research Associate /Honorary7, 1963-), 1441 Urbana 
Lane, Lincoln, Nebraska. Neva is the wife of Ken Pruess and is in a 
non-pay status with the University. She received a PhD from Ohio 
State University and taught at the University of Omaha. Her entomo-
logical interests are on the behavior, ecology and taxonomy of 
dragonflies. She is also the Secretar,y of the Nebraska Ornithologists I 
Union, but her major current project is a 19-month-old son, Cameron. 
JON J. RHINE (Instructor, 1963-), 7217 Platte Avenue, Lincoln, 
Nebraska. Extension, survey and research entomologist, Jon is working 
on his PhD under Dr. Hill. Before last March, Jon studied RF (radio-
frequency) control of stored grain insects. Recently Jon has been 
appointed to half-time research on the corn borer. He hopes to use 
some of this research for a PhD dissertation. Wife Betty is a full 
time stUdent majoring in English. The Rhines have two children a 
boy 5 and a daughter 6. 
ROBERT E. ROSELLE (Professor, 1952-), 6135 Judson Street, Lincoln, 
Nebraska. As Extension Entomologist, Bob is currently involved in 
preparation of insect control recommendations, dissemination of 
information concerning insect conditions and suppression methods. 
Professor Roselle also demonstrates registered control methods. In 
1965 Bob received the Distinguished Service Award from the USDA. Bob 
is the only real TV star in the Department. He appears regularly on 
Backyard Farmer with other such thespian standouts as Mr. iihitney of 
Horticulture. Bob and his wife Peggy (of Cork, Ireland) have three 
sons 7, 11 and 14 years of age. 
JAMES M. SCHALK (Instructor; Research Entomologist, Forage Insect 
Laboratory, USDA, 1965-), 2001 Morningside Drive, Lincoln, Nebraska. 
Jim is our newest staff member with a MS degree from Cornell University. 
He is working on aphid biology and the resistance of alfalfa to aphids. 
Since he arrived only last summer no one has discovered enough of his 
weaknesses or bad habits to be able to report these this year. Wait 
until the next Newsletter! Jim is married and has one son. 
ROBERT STAPLES (Associate Professor, 1950-), 1040 North 65th Street, 
Lincoln, Nebraska 68505. Dr. staples is engaged in teaching economic 
entomology and arthropod transmission of plant pathogens. He also has 
been conducting research on arthropod transmission of plant viruses. 
Since 1962, Dr. Staples has been working on wheat streak mosaic, yellow 
vein of sugar beets, rose rosette and potato virus diseases. Bob's 
wife Corrine is teaching clothing and textiles in the School of Home 
Economics at the University of Nebraska. The eldest Staples' daughter 
is now a freshman at Nebraska, majoring in Home Economics; Carolyn is 
a sophmore at Lincoln Northeast, and Doug is a seventh grader. 
CLIFFORD J. WALSTROM (Instructor, 1966-), Route 2, Ceresco, Nebraska. 
As state Entomologist with the Nebraska Department of Agriculture and 
Economic Development, Cliff is kept busy with regulatory entomology. 
Cliff's interest in honeybees and honey production made him a natural 
to teach our Beekeeping course this semester. He and his wife Florence 
have a son Douglas 14 years old (already bigger than his father). Son 
and father have started a registered angus herd. 
GERALD 1'. WErurnAN (Associate Professor, 1957-), 510 Driftwood Drive, 
Lincoln, Nebr-aska. The corn rootworm project headed by Dr. Weekman is 
located at Mead, Nebraska and has complete laboratory and field faci1~ 
ities. Recently Dr. Weekman joined the Extension Staff, on a half-time 
basis. The Weekmans and their two sons have a new home in the l-ledge-
wood section of Lincoln. Dr. Weekman is still adding to his collection 
of deer trophies on his annual hunting trips. As this goes to press 
we learn that Dr. Weekman has accepted a position as Extension Leader 
in the Department of Entomology, North Carolina State University, 
Raleigh, North Carolina. 
CLERI CAL AND TECHNI CAL STAFF 
ALINE N. BARE (Secretary, 1954-), 1340 North 46th Street, Lincoln, 
Nebraska. Mrs. Bare is the wife of the late Mr. O. S. Bare, to whom 
our first Newsletter was dedicated. She started working part-time ir:: 
1954 for the Department and has been working full-time since 1961. 
Her main duties are in Extension. Mrs. Bare has two children who have 
given her nine grandchildren. She visits them in Omaha and Urbana, 
Illinois, during vacations. She also participates in civic activjt,i P" 
and church groups. 
MARLA F. BENSON (Technician, 1963-), Route No.2, Wahoo, Nebraska. 
Although Marla is a Junior in ~lementary Education, she seems a part 
of the Department after spending three years preparing mite slides and 
doing other odd jobs in the Museum. Marla hails from the "city" of 
Swedeburg, but recently has found a new freedom after acquiring an 
apartment in Lincoln. Her hobbies include reading, sewing and outdoor 
sports. 
TERRAN CE L. DUKES (Shop II Fo reman" II Insectary, 1963 - ), 4930 Cleveland 
Street, Lincoln, Nebraska. Terry designs, develops and constructs 
research apparatus for all entomological projects in the Insectary 
shop. He can occasionally be found there when not at the Surplus 
Center. He is married and has a young daughter. 
JOHN F. HERMANUSSEN (Agricultural Research Technician, USDA, 1964-), 
1220 South 25th Street, Lincoln, Nebraska. John came to the Entomology· 
Department last summer from the Agronomy Department. He came to the 
United States from the Netherlands in 1949. John is an assistant to 
Cal Jones and helps maintain colonies of flies and rears staphylinid 
beetles along with carrying out laboratory and field tests on the 
biology and control of flies affecting livestock. In the case of the 
face fly emphasis is placed on control by natural enemies. He has 
also been seen carrying Cal's milk bucket which doesn't contain milk. 
John is married and has four children, one son and three daughters. 
NINA I. JEFFREY (Secretary, Forage Insect Laboratory, USDA, 1963-), 
3029 P Street, Lincoln, Nebraska. Nine is the Secretary for the 
Forage Insect Laboratory, USDA. She lives with her cat, Ginger. 
DORIS F. V~NAHAN (Scientific Technician, 1966-), 4605 Holdrege Street, 
Lincoln, Nebraska. Doris is working for Dr. At yeo preparing feather 
mite slides and doing related work - IIJane of all trades.1! She is 
married - her husband Ralph is Forester in the Department of Horti-
culture & Forestry. The Monahans are enjoying their first camping 
season in Nebraska, and hope to do some fishing and pheasant hunting 
this fall. 
JOH~~Y M. PERDUE (Agricultural Research Technician, 1961-1962, 1965-), 
2654 South 9th Street, Lincoln, Nebraska. Johnny has a BS degree fro]') 
the Tuskegee Institute. He assists in maintaining colonies of nies 
and staphylinid beetles and helps in carrying out laboratory and field 
tests on the biology and control of flies affecting livestock. John'1.Y 
returned last fall after spending tHO years in Germany Hi th Uncle Sa",l, 
He is married and has a son and a daughter. 
ESTHER A. SCHOCK (Secretary), 1142 North 44th Street, Lincoln, Nebraska. 
Esther or "Sally" has been with the Department since 1928. For this 
reason she seems to have all the answers on University tired-tap')," 
procedures and personnel. This experience has also helped to "run 
down" many "alumni" for this Newsletter. Two things Sally does not 
seem to know, her age and middle name. Her main outside interest seems 
to be "spoiling" her five grandchildren, although they should survive 
this and go on to be successful as their parents. The Schocks love to 
travel, In 1963 they made a return trip to Key 1~est, Florida, and in 
1964 they took a trip to northwestern Nebraska and to Minnesota. In 
1965 they went again to Colorado and stayed at a relative's cabin. 
Sally has a collection of about 200 insect pins and earrings. One 
never knows what to expect to see crawling over her shoulder or out 
of her ear. 
HENRY STEVENS, JR. (Agricultural Research Technician, Forage Insect 
Laboratory, USDA, 1958-), 5118 Dudley Street, Lincoln, Nebraska. 
We have been unable to determine what Hen does but he is occasionally 
found at the Forage Insect Laboratory and says lIyou name it, Henry 
does i til and that he is "overworked and under paid." He is married 
and has four children, one daughter and three sons (16 months to 
8 years). 
STUDENTS 
ABDALLA ALI ABDALLA (Graduate Student, 1965-), 2817 Holdrege Street, 
Lincoln, Nebraska. Abdalla received a BS degree from Cairo University 
in 1961. More recently he was an Inspector, Plant Protection Division, 
in The Sudan. He is now working towards a MS degree at Nebraska. 
Abdalla and his wife have a small boy. 
MANSOOR AHMAD (Graduate Student, 1960-), 2222 R Street, Lincoln, 
Nebraska. Mansoor (or Mannoor Ahnad to the Fremont, Nebraska, News-
paper) is finishing his PhD degree on corn (insecticide effects on 
corn plant). He was leading a "forced bachelor" life until his wife 
joined him in 1963 following a 12,000 mile trip from India. Since 
then she has received a MA degree in Educational Psychology and 
Measurement at the University of Nebraska. Mansoor is also inter-
ested in photography. Unlike most picture takers, you have to ask 
to see his pictures • 
• 
KHDGALI M. AHMED (Graduate Student, 1965-), 3401 Holdrege Street, 
Lincoln, Nebraska. Khogali comes from The Sudan and has a BS degree 
from the University of Khartoum (1962). He is working toward a MS 
degree and plans to work on seed treatment for the control of wheat 
streak mosaic this summer. Khogali likes the American system of 
education - says he is having a wonderful experience. 
M. A. IDHAMMED ALI (Graduate Student, 1965-), 2947 Holdrege Street, 
Lincoln, Nebraska. Mohammed is from The SUdan and has a BS degree 
from the University of Khartoum and is working towards a MA degree 
at Nebraska. He particularly remembers his arrival in this countr.y 
coincided with the unusually heavy snow of the 1964-65 winter. He 
called this a "rather bitter experience." He is married and has a 
baby girl.. 
GARY L. BELAND (Graduate Student, 1965-), 5143 Cleveland street, 
Lincoln, Nebraska. Gar,r arrived at University of Nebraska from 
Kearney State College in Kearney, Nebraska. Gary assists Dr. Akeson 
in biochemical extraction of resistance substance from a weevil 
resistant species of sweetclover. Gar,r l s research on environmental 
conditions affecting the resistance of the sweetclover weevil is now 
in progress. Gary is single. 
M. DOUGLAS CATES (Graduate Student, 1964-), 6857 Colfax Street, 
Lincoln, Nebraska. Doug has a BS degree from Iowa state and a MS 
degree from the University of Missouri. As President of the newly 
formed Lawrence Bruner Entomology Club, he does his best to make ita 
sociable organization. Doug is assisting Dr. Ball and working on 
mating and oviposition behavior and physiology of western corn root-
worm for his PhD thesis. Hobbies include hunting, fishing, bowling, 
golf (see Sports) and occasionally a kind word to his wife Margaret. 
THOMAS R. DEAN (Junior - Physiology), 1719 East Manor Drive, Lincoln, 
Nebraska. Tom is the part-time technician for Don Lawson who recently 
assumed the post of non-insecticidal insect control at the Insectary. 
Tom is most interested in dollies, but he makes attempts at entomology, 
golf, bowling, fishing, hunting and marathon driving. By keeping 
several girl friends in crosstown locations in Lincoln, Omaha, Des 
Moines, Kansas City, Topeka and Beaver Crossing, Tom can collect 47 
Christmas and birthday gifts each year besides those he receives from 
his family. 
SAAD M. ELFAKI (Graduate Student, 1965-), 1745 North 29th Street, 
Lincoln, Nebraska. Saad was with the Sudan Department of Agriculture 
as a pest control inspector before coming to the United States. He is 
working towards a MS degree. Saad and his wife have a new son. They 
hope to travel to other areas in the United states before returning 
to The Sudan. 
FATHI HOMMEIDA (Graduate Student, 1965-), 2991 Holdrege Street, Lincoln, 
Nebraska. Fathi comes from The Sudan where he was an Inspector for the 
Plant Protection Department, Ministry of Agriculture. He has a BS 
degree from the University of Punjab, West Pakistan. Fathi has a wife, 
one son and one daughter who live in Lincoln. 
\{[LLIAM P. JANSEN (Graduate Student, 1966-), 2546 S Street, Lincoln, 
Nebraska. Bill, a new student, received a BS degree from the Uni-
versity of Illinois and is now working towards a MS degree. Being 
single, Bill enjoys the "living-it-up,n sports cars, stereo equipment 
and women. (IINot necessarily in that order of importance - components 
of environment depend on the density of available cash. lI ) 
ROBERT C. KEEFER (Graduate Student, 1965-), 5143 Cleveland Street, 
Lincoln, Nebraska. Bob is a recent graduate from Nebraska Wesleyan 
and is working towards a MS degree. He is one of the unlucky? singl"'! 
men among the grad stUdents and lives with the lIboysll on Cleveland 
Street. In his spare time (after studies and babysitting with 1I10s 
cucarachachas ll ) he courts his fiancee in Colorado. There is enough 
rubber from Bob t s tires on Highway 6 to more than 'llretire" all the 
cars that A.M.A.G. Kadoum has owned while at ~ru. 
DAVID L. KEITH (Graduate Assistant, 1965-), 3910 Orchard Street, 
Lincoln, Nebraska. Dave came to Nebraska in February 1965 from 
Gustavus Adolphus College in Minnesota. He is presently working for 
Dr. Pruess. He plans to do his PhD thesis on aspects of the biolo~J 
and ecology of the forage looper (Caenurgina erechtea). Dave served 
as one of the program chairmen for the Bruner Entomology Club. Last 
summer Dave was one of the few softball players from our Department. 
Dave and his wife Brenda have two daughters (Beck, 4, and Jennifer, 
7 mos.). 
C. PHILIP LINDEKUGEL (Senior - Entomology), 800 South 16th Street, 
Lincoln, Nebraska. Phil hopes to graduate in January 1967 at which 
time he will be commissioned a 2nd Lieutenant in the U. S. Army. 
He has worked for Dr. Pruess at North Platte Experiment Station and 
Dr. Manglitz at the Forage Insect Laboratory, Despite this experi-
ence and his undergraduate entomology major, Phil plans for a career 
in the Army. He and his wife, Patricia Gail, were married August 22, 
1965. 
J. DERRIL l1UNSON (Graduate St.udent, 1964-), 1030 l-!orth h8th Street, 
Lincoln, Ne'braska. Derril is currently Dr. Weokm1.n t:3 r,tudent and 
spends most of his time at the Mead Laboratory working on the western 
corn rootworm. Derril has passed French and is nOl-1 struggling with 
Deutsch. He will finish his course lJ07'k this fall leaving only German, 
comprehensives and thesis to finish for the PhD degree. Derril is 
married and has one daughter, Annette (tvm years old). Derril came to 
Nebraska after receiving a ~3 degree in 1964 from the University of 
Missouri. We are sure he misses Missouri fishing but fall hunting in 
Nebraska is almost worth it! 
KENNETH R. ORt-r.tG (Graduate Student, 1959-), 11 Baltimore Avenue, 
Binghamton, New York 13903. Ken is Instructor in Biology at IIarpur 
College (state University of New York) in Binghamton, New York. He 
teaches General Biology, Evolutionary Concepts, and Senior Seminar. 
He hopes to finish his PhD on feather mites under Dr. At yeo here this 
spring. Ken left us last fall but before leaving the Orwigs were 
blessed with a new daughter named Kristin Kay (born July 19, 1965). 
CHONG-KUN PARK (Graduate Student, 1963-), 3637 Holdrege street, 
Lincoln, Nebraska. Chong (or "KenJl as he is also called) came here in 
September 1962 from Seoul, Korea, to work on a ~3 degree. Rxpecting 
to receive the degree in June on honey bee pollination, Chong is then 
planning to work on the feather mites under Dr. At yeo. A person with 
many hobbies (ranging from gardening and billiards to the Oriental 
ttGolt ga.me), he is concerned with picking up more English slang and 
acquiring a better ability of the language (he is improving all the 
time). Chong's life time wish is to travel throughout the world and 
master all the languages in it. At the rate he picks up slang, he 
just might do it. 
RALPH H. PRIEST, JR. (Graduate Student, 1966-), 4825 st. Paul Street, 
Lincoln, Nebraska. Montie is another new graduate student this 
semester. He has a BS degree from Lamar State Colleee of Technology 
(Beaumont, Texas). After a short tenure in the Zoology Department 
he decided to work on the corn borer project under Dr. Hill. Ralph 
likes to ski - water and snow - and knows all about the sport's 
(winter skiing) safety precautions. Girls! he is single. 
DAVID W. RIBBLE (Graduate Student, 1963-), 1535 North 32nd Street, 
Lincoln, Nebraska 68503. Dave has a Masters degree from the Uni-
versity of Kansas and a Bachelors degree from San Jose State College 
in California. He is working on the taxonoIDlf of Andrena bees and 
does some wild bee biology as time permits. At the present prepar-
ation for comps and Newsletter duties occupy most of h.is time. Dave '3 
spare time is occupied with insect collecting, the Naval Reserve and 
Little Bohemia. 
GEORGE SALA.MA (Graduate Student, 1965-), 3205 Orchard Street, Lincoln, 
Nebraska. George came to Nebraska from The Sudan. Currently, he is 
working on his MS in Entomology and taking related courses in Agronomy. 
George is still single but states that he hasn't given up all hopes. 
JOHN L. 'VJEDBERG (Senior - Animal Science), 535 South 28th Street, 
Lincoln, Nebraska. John is from Ceresco, Nebraska and works on the 
radio frequency control of stored grain pests project. John's father 
has a farm near Ceresco which yields a good crop of pheasants. Also, 
there are going to be wedding bells for John in the near future. 
ABDEL L. ZARROUG (Graduate Student, 1965-), 3351 Holdrege Street, 
Lincoln, Nebraska. Working towards his MS in entomology, Abdel hails 
from The SUdan where he was Inspector in Plant Protection Division 
and concerned with survey, locust and cotton pest control. An eager 
student, Abdel likes the American system of teaching and feels that 
he is gaining valuable knowledge which will enable him to return to 
an important position in The Sudan. Abdel and his wife have four 
children, the last born December 25, 1965. Quite a Christmas 
present! 
SOME CHANGES 
It seems that editors are always faced with the problem of fil1;ng 
an almost entirely blank page here and there in each publication. This 
Newsletter is no exception. Some changes in the Plant Industr,v 
(Entomology) Bu.ilding might be mentioned. 
Most of the entomology rooms have been repainted in light green 
or blue. The lower half of the hall walls are painted in a scuff-
proof green and white speckle. The hall also has a new light brown 
tile floor. A sink-stove-cabinet complex has been added to the 
southeast lsborator,v. Since Don Lawson has taken over the physiology 
laborator,y in the Insectar,v for his work all laborator,v courses will 
be taught at Plant Industr,y. 
The old Meats Laborator,yjust east of Plant Industry was torn 
down about two years ago to make room for additional parking places. 
Another parking lot has been placed between Plant Industry and the 
Agricul turelEngineering Building. Now parking seldom is a problem. 
The East (Agricultural) Campus has a new air conditioning plant. 
over by the barns. The Campus is covered with open trenches for the 
air conditioning pipe. It is hoped that the heavy equipment and dust 
will soon vanish, and that the streets will be open again soon. 
Plant Industr,v is to be connected to this system in the future but 
until that time we have added several portable units. 
RECREATION 
Bowling continued to dominate the athletic scene here in the 
Department. During the 65 season the traditional rivalry between 
the "Tumble Bugs" and the IlAssistants" was enhanced by the addition 
of a third team, the "Mix-Ups." The Tumble Bugs (Drs. A tyeo, Ball, 
LaBerge, Hill and Cal Jones) forged ahead early in the season but 
tired near the finish, losing to Plant Pathology and tying for second 
place with the Mix-Ups (K. Orwig, J. VandeBerg, D. Keith, Peggy Fry 
and Dr. Dwayne Alcorn). A roll-off for sole possession of second place 
ended in a resounding defeat for the Tumble Bugs (the good guys always 
win!) at the hands of the younger and stronger team. The Assistants, 
composed of grad students, D. Cates, J. Rhine, D. Lawson, P. Peterson, 
and anchor man W. Isakson, dropped to a cool fourth place after dom-
inating the faculty league in 1964. After beating the Tumble Bugs, 
the Assistants fell to a strong team fielded by the girls Phys. Ed. 
Dept. 
At the beginning of the 66 season the Tumble-Bugs are renewing 
their bid for league champions. Hopes are high because the two re-
maining departmental teams fielded by the graduate stUdents were 
dropped as a result of graduation and class schedules. 
The Aphodians (Entomology basketball team), after a slow start, 
remained slow throughout the rest of the season and finished in the 
cellar of the Lincoln City League with a record of 2 wins and 11 
losses. The fast break, led by Doug ("Speed") Cates with Jerry 
("The Bruiser") VandeBerg running interference, set a league record 
for the number of opponents maimed during a single contest. J. Rhine 
and P. Peterson, although hot shooters in practice, crumpled under 
the pressure of class F competition. Bill (The Big "0") Isakson led 
the offense with an inspiring 7.5 average. Derril (ttGoosel!) Munson 
and Jon (tt6'5") Wedberg provided the necessary additional push that 
led to the Aphodians fine showing. The Amboy (Minnesota) Flash, 
David Keith joined the team late in the season in order to provide 
additional weight in the front forward wall. Dave led us to our 
final two defeats of the season. 
The galleries are small now that our Entomology golf pro, 
Jerry VandeBerg has departed. Jerr,r's even temper and intense con-
centration led him to victory in the Watertown (South Dakota) Open 
(4th flight) in 1965. Reliable sources have indicated, however, that 
only 16 contestants participated. Bill Isakson, Paul Peterson, and 
Doug Cates rounded out Entomology I s "Fearsome Foursome." 
Last summer a few grad students were found playing on City 
League softball teams. Among them w"ere Slugger Cates and Rubber Arm" 
Kei th, both of whom played on a team appropriately called the Play-
boys. Dave and Doug reported that everything looked bright until the 
game with Kurtzer Refuse Service which they lost 2-0. Excuses for 
the defeat were numerous and varied but rumor has it that their 
opponen~s pitcher had too much on the ball. 
Annual Departmental pheasant hunting forays have produced only 
a few birds. Dr. At yeo, who recently switched from a .410 to c', 
double-barrel 12-gauge hasn't run any statistical tests, but f·?'e] E' 
he has significantly increased his bag. His new dog, a Brittany 
spaniel, is well noted around the Department for his pointi ng 
abili ty - meadowlarks, cowbirds, pheasant droppings, etc. \eJe wel'O 
joined this fall by Dr. Kenneth Pruess who maint"g.ins that fresh 
air is as important as a full bag of pheasants. Previous years 
have shown high populations of pheasants in the western part of 
the state, however, last year1s hunting party agrees that they 
sighted and shot more birds within a IS-mile radius of Lincoln -
literally in their own backyard. 
FIELD ENTOMOLOGY (In Comfort) 
The days of the survival tests associated with collecting trips 
have passed. Hith the technological advances of the 20th century, it 
is possible to have the conveniences of a well-organized household 
while temporarily displaced in the middle of nowhere. Most of the 
annual field trips into the "wilds!! have not only proven that it is 
possible to have the conveniences, but also luxuries of gracious 
living. Conversely, the 1964 trip to Minnesota illustrated the dis-
advantages of ltroughing-it." 
For background information, each summer a group of staff and 
stUdents venture from the academic world into the field on a two-week 
collecting trip. Called "The Annual Entomological Survey II (not to be 
confused with those surveys conducted by the USDA and Extension 
Entomologists), the proposed purpose is to give the neophytes training 
in collecting methods, to amass material for specific systematic re-
search, and to add to the general research and teaching collections. 
In 1963 the Survey traveled to WYoming in the late summer. The 
trip leader was Dr. W. E. LaBerge; the followers were Paul Peterson, 
Bill Isakson, Ken Orwig, Dave Ribble and Dr. White (a visitor). This 
was Dick ~~itels first trip west and he was impressed with the moun-
tains, antelope, mule deer, etc. The West was impressed with Dick's 
fib each hat" and molasses beetle traps. Dr. LaBerge, Ribble and 
Isakson mainly collected Hymenoptera, Dr. White concentrated on 
beetles, while Peterson and Orwig shot birds for their ectoparasites. 
It was a pleasant and rewarding trip; we returned with many valuable 
specimens for the Museum. A new family of beetles (new to the col-
lection) was found, the Pmphizoidae - a small group of aquatic 
beetles which lives in swift mountain streams in the west. 
In 1964 the tradition of staying in or near Nebraska was broken. 
Minnesota canoe country was the destination - therefore a large group 
made the jaunt: Drs. W. E. LaBerge and W. T. At yeo plus Bill Isakson, 
Dave Ribble, Doug Cates, Jon Rhine, Jerry VandeBerg and Paul (!fTweetn) 
Peterson. Besides the obvious, the objective was to collect spring 
bees and other elements of the more northern fauna. After consider2.b13 
paddling we reached a suitable island in the middle of Saginagaw Lake 
where we maintained residence for about 10 days. The collecting 1>m3 
excellent after considering the 34°F nights in tents. All objectives 
were successfully completed and it was unanimous that the trip should 
be repeated during a warmer part of the year. 
The last outing, the 1965 expedition, was headed by the now 
noted fieldman and cooks, Drs. W. T. At yeo, H. J. Ball and W. E. 
LaBerge. The experienced and inexperienced students were Dave Ribble} 
Phil Lindekugel, and Dave Keith. The party spent one week each in 
two contrastingly different areas of Nebraska. The first week, 60 
miles southwest of Valentine, again demonstrated clearly the abun- ~ 
dance and variety of the sandhills fauna. As all good IICornhuskers" 
know, Nebraska has the largest area of stabilized sand dunes in the 
world. The second week, in northeastern Nebraska, was in the vicinity 
of Grove Lake and the Verdigre Creek. 
The proposed 1966 field trip, if we can organize, will be in the 
early part of June. Each year more equipment is acquired, so a trailer 
is under construction - large enough to accommoda.te anticipated expan-
sion and to serve as a field kitchen. Tentatively we plan to re-invade 
the Sandhills with Drs. W. T. At yeo, H. J. Ball, and K. P. Pruess and 
stUdents G. Beland, T. Dean, and C. Park. 
ALUMNI 
Under IlAlumnil! we include former entomology graduates, faculty 
members, staff members and other persons who were associated with 
the Department, including those who minored or took considerable 
course work in entomology. It is not easy to keep track of our 
alumni for they seem to be constantly moving on to better things. 
No doubt we have overlooked some, others failed to return their 
questionnaires, and a third group (listed below) consists of lost 
souls for whom we have no addresses: 
Stewart Clare 
I. Akif Kansu 
Arthur C. Krogh 
E. Maxton Laughlin 
Howard Martley 
Keith Mower 
Charles A. Schubert 
Don W. Schuessler 
r.. Irving Simon 
Kenneth Van Skike 
Any information regarding the whereabouts of these people will 
be appreciated. A Newsletter will be sent if we get the addresses. 
The accomplishments of the impressive group of alumni listed 
below give our present crop of students something to emulate. 
MARVEL A. ANDERSON (B.S., Agric., 1962), 121 Osborn Lane, University 
Heights, Piscataway, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08854. After leaving 
Nebraska Marcel received a M.S. degree at Kansas State University. 
He is now a Graduate Student and Research Assistant in the Department 
of Entomology and Economic Zoology at Rutgers - The State University_ 
His r~search deals with the fate of pesticides in insects and the 
effects of sublethal doses of insecticides on the intracellular 
organelles of insect fat bodies. He recently presented papers to 
meetings of the Eastern Branch of the Entomological Society of 
America and the New York Entomological Society. Marcel is married 
and has two small children. 
BUELE G. BALDERSTON (B.S., Agric., 1952), 1018 Hanover Avenue, 
Norfolk, Virginia. LCDR Balderston is the Executive Officer of a 
Polaris submarine, USS Lewis & Clark. He has attended several 
service schools for training related to submarine operation and has 
served in various capacities on three submarines. Since two of 
these submarines were nuclear, LCDR Balderston has had extensive 
experience in atomic reactor operation and engineering. He is the 
father of two boys and two girls (3 months to 12 years). 
PAUL W. BERGMAN (Extension and Survey Entomologist, 1960-1965), 
6815 Felix Street, McLean, Virginia 22101. After working for a time 
in the State Entomologist's office, Paul joined the University staff 
in 1960. His varied interests and activities at Nebraska ranged from 
apiculture to moose hunting (no moose in Nebraska - had to go to 
Canada). In March of 1965, Paul became the Federal Extension Ento-
mologist with duties including assisting state programs in extension 
entomology, information preparation for Federal Extension programs J 
poli.cies and procedures and advising 4-H, youth a..'YJ.d special progl~&'TIS. 
Paul is marrj_ed and has three children. 
FRANKLIN SOGANDARES-BERNAL (H.S., 19.5.5; Ph.D., Zoo1., 19.58), 75f., 
Fairlawn Drive, Gretna, Louisiana. Entomology was one of Dr. 
Sogandares-Bernal f s related minor subjects so we claim him and list 
him here. He now is Professor of Biology and Coordinator for Science 
Planning at Tulane University. He teaches helminthology and is 
studying the biology and systematics of trematodes. In addition, Dr. 
Sogandares-Bernal directs several graduate students, advises the 
N. S.F., and is on the editorial board of the Journal of P arasitA)loby. 
He has two small children, a boy and a girl. 
LAURENCE F. BENITCK (Assistant Professor, 19.50-19.51), 2118 Valencia 
Avenue, Honroe, Louisiana. Larry is Regional Development Coordinator 
for the Velsicol Chemical Corporation. He coordinates research and 
product development in twelve southern states. This includes labeling 
of new pesticides and finding new uses for older products. Larry is 
married and has a teenage son and daughter. We are looking forward 
to a visit from I~rry in the near future. 
NORMAN L. BRAASCH (B.S., 19.50; M.A., 19.5.5; Ph.D., 196.5), 2.524 Marvin 
Street, Cape Girardeau, Missouri 63701. Norm is now Assistant 
Professor of Zoology at Southeast Missouri State College in Cape 
Girardeau, Missouri. Norm is currently teaching zoology, parasit-
ology, and entomology. He is quite interested in music and oil 
painting and has begun a series of lessons in the latter. Norm was 
editor of Newsletter No.1. The Braasch family consists of one 
young daughter, Ann. 
CARL T. BRANDHORST (Ph.D., Zool., 1961), .5.5 Pearl Street, Seward, 
Nebraska. Dr. Brandhorst is Chairman of the Biology Department at 
Concordia Teachers College. His research is upon gall insects in tile 
southwestern United States and recently he spent a year there col-
lecting material which resulted in two papers in the Annals of the 
American Entomological Society. He is now writing an elementary 
science book. 
CHARLES H. BRETT (B.S., 1930; M.S., 1938), 142.5 Dixie Trail, Raleigh: 
North Carolina. Dr. Brett has a Ph.D. from Kansas State University 
(1946) and is now Professor of Entomology at North Carolina State 
University. His research is on the biology and control of vegetable 
insects with special emphasis on the resistance of plant varieties 
to insects. He is also teaching If Introduction to Economic Insects,!! 
Dr. Brett has two sons and four grandchildren. 
WILLIS N. BRUCE (B.S., 1942), 909 West William, Champaign, Illinois 
61820. Dr. Bruce is an Entomologist for the Illinois Natural History 
Survey where he conducts pesticide residue studies. He has M.A. and 
Ph.D. degrees from the University of Illinois. His daughter is 
married and lives in Massachusetts. 
EDWIN L. BRUNKEN (B.S., 19.50), 20 Walberta Drive, Rochester, Illinois, 
Ed is now Plant Biologist for the Pillsbury Company. His duties 
involve programs designed to assure compliance with local and federal 
food laws and the supervision of application of all fumigants and 
pesticides to flour mills and mix plants. Ed is married and has a 
seven-year-old son. He still makes it back to Nebraska once or twice 
a year to visit relatives and to do some quail hunting. 
w~NDEL1 E. BURKHOLDER (M.S., 1956), Department of Entomology, 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin. Wendell recently 
returned to the University of Wisconsin after spending two years as 
Investigations Leader of the Dairy-Product Insects Research Gro1lp of 
the U.S.D.A. in Fresno, California. At present he is Project 
Assistant and working towards the Ph.D. degree. His research is on 
sex pheromones of dermestid beetles. Wendell is married and has 
three boys and a girl (3 to 10 years of age). Wendell is glad to 
be back in Wisconsin and is looking forward to the re-establishment 
of the USDA stored products insects laboratory at Wisconsin. 
CARROL O. CALKINS (M.S., 1964; Instructor, 1961-64), 429 State Avenue, 
Brookings, South Dakota 57006. As a research entomologist for the 
Northern Grain Insects Research Laboratory (USDA), his work on the 
biology, ecology and control of soil insects keeps Carrol busy. His 
present studies include work on false wireworms and corn rootworms. 
He and his wife Janice have a 3-year-old daughter named Debra. 
Carrol enjoys the recreation offered by the Brookings area, especially 
duck and pheasant hunting. 
OSCAR H. CARLSON (Insectary Staff, 19,3-19,7), 3003 Starr Street, 
Lincoln, Nebraska. Mr. Carlson is retired and lives with his wife. 
Honestly, now that is all he reported on his questionnaire. 
STANLEY D. CARLSON (M.S., 1961), Lucas Drive, Blacksburg, Virginia. 
After receiving his Ph.D. from Kansas State University, Stan moved on 
to VPI as Assistant Professor. At the present time he is engaged in 
full-time research investigating the spectral sensitivity of the 
tobacco hornworm moth. He and is wife Pauline have two boys, Eric 
and Kirk, and are hoping for a "sweet, docile" girl in July 1966. 
stan has developed into Ita grave, urbane and perspicacious scientisVl 
and is helping teach these attributes to the other former NU students 
at VPI (Bill Isakson, George Rolofson, Jerry VandeBerg). 
W!NTHROP W. DARLINGTON (B.S., 1939; M.S., 1942), 12 Harbord Drive, 
Bloomington, Illinois 61701. Dr. and Mrs. Darlington have two sons 
in college who have distinguished themselves one in scholastics and 
the other in athletics. W. W. is Ass.ociate Professor of Natural 
Science at Illinois Wesleyan University. 
LEO H. DAWSON (M.S., 196,), Box 934, Norfolk, Nebraska. Leo is 
District SUpervisor of Fisheries for the Nebraska Game Commission. 
He manages their fishery activities in northeastern Nebraska. The 
summer field trip (196,) party was visited by Leo at Grove Lake. He 
was helpful in making local arrangements. Leo is married and has a 
boy and two girls. 
RALPH W. DAWSON (B.S.; M.A.; Staff 1913-1923), ,0, Sk,yline Drive, 
Pullman, Washington. From 1923-19,2, Professor Dawson was with the 
University of Minnesota. Now at Washington State University, he is 
working in taxonoIt\Y, especially on Sy'rphidae. He spent the past 
winter collecting insects at the Archbold Biological Station, Lake 
Placid, Florida. 
J. ALLISON DENN:LNG (District Supervisor, Grasshopper Control, US;)!\., 
1938), 2020 West Main, Jefferson City, Missouri. After serving as 
the Missouri State Entomologist (1938-1946), Mr. Denning entered the 
pest control business in 1946. In 1951, he began teaching botQ~y 
and zoology at a local junior college. In 1958, Mr. Denning was 
selected to serve as the Director of Buildings, Grounds, Purchasing 
and Transportation for the Jefferson City Public Schools. Mr. 
Denning fondly remembers Nebraska and his Nebraska friends. He sent 
an interesting note in which he recommends the pest control business 
as a profession; it needs trained personnel with high standards. 
The Dennings have one married daughter and a grandson. 
GABRIEL DIAZ (M.S., 1963), Entomology Department, Kansas State 
University, Manhattan, Kansas. After receiving his M.S. at Nebraska, 
"Gabe" was awarded a Rockefeller Foundation Fellowship at KSU to 
continue work toward a PhD. At the present time he has finished his 
course work, languages and prelims and is conducting research on the 
relationship of resistant varieties of corn from Latin America to the 
intensity of infestation by the rice weevil (S. seoma.iz). II Gabe ll is 
still single but he plans on getting married as soon as the right girl 
is found. 
DEAN E. ECKHOFF (B.S., 1931), 632 East 7th Street, Alliance, Nebraska 
69301. Dean also has a M.S. from Iowa State College (1936). He is 
now a Livestock Inspector with the Animal Health Division of the 
U.S.DoA. His duties include livestock disease eradication in the 
Nebraska Panhandle and adjacent areas in Colorado and Wyoming. De~~ 
likes the Alliance area, especially during pheasant season. The 
Eckhoffs have a daughter who plans to attend Kansas State University 
Veterinary School. 
JOHN D. EDMAN (M.S., ~96l), 1415 35th Avenue, Vero Beach, Florida. 
A recent PhD. from Kansas State University, John is now a Senior 
Biologist at the Entomology Research Center. He is project leader 
on studies of blood feeding habits of mosquitoes with special refer-
ence to disease transmission. John recommends the Florida climate 
to everyone, especially for collecting flying insects throughout the 
year. He reports having had some frustrating moments trying to 
explain what happened to the cornhuskers air-tight defense in the last 
Orange Bowl game. Even went into hiding for a time. He is married 
and has two small youngsters. 
HUSEIN M. ELMOSA (M.S., 1957), Baghdad University, College of 
Agriculture, Abu-Ghraib, Iraq. After leaving the University of 
Nebraska, Dr. Elmosa received a PhD. from Michigan State University. 
He is currently teaching and carrying out research on the seasonal 
cycle and control of codling moth on apple, toxicological investi-
gations on the cucumber beetle, and population trends and control 
of the flat mite on apple. Dr. Elmosa was married in 1963. They 
now have a son, Ali. 
KEITH E. EVANS (Collaborator, USDA, BEPQ, Grasshopper Control; 
Honorary Faculty Member, 1943-1944), 1404 Falls Avenue E, Twin Falls, 
Idaho 83301. Mr. Evans is supervisor of Plant Pest Control in Idaho 
for the USDA. His principal work is on grasshoppers and Morman 
crickets. Golden nematode surveys and beet leafhopper work 8~"''''' 2:LsO 
involved. He recently ran across some old notes made by Don B. 
Whelan back in 1922 on grasshopper survey in Idaho. The Evans h8;'!3 
two sons who each presented them with a grandchild last year. HJ":! 0 
Evans is an enthusiastic professional landscape artist. 
ARLING A. GARDNER (State Supervisor, Grasshopper Control Division, 
U.S"D.A., 1940-1942), 310 Fourth Avenue South, Suite 900 Minneapol:Ls, 
Minnesota 55415. Now a Regional Supervisor" Central Region, Plant 
Pest Control Division, Arling cooperates with thirteen central 
in programs pertinent to the control and eradication of insect pests 
and plant diseases affecting field crops. Before coming to Nebrasl.::" 
Arling spent twelve years with the Wyoming State Department of 
Agriculture. Half of this time he was Commissioner of Agriculture ar1d 
the other half was spent as Chief of Dairy, Food and Oils, and PlaYJ.t 
Insects and Diseases. He and his wife Ruth have four children and 
thirteen grandchildren. 
LEROY M. GATES (B.S., 1913; Field Expert, 1913-1915), Peru, Nebraska. 
Mr. Gates is retired from the office of the State Entomologist, State 
Department of Agriculture. From 1915 to 1925 he ranched in Dawes 
County (Nebraska) and from 1925-1927 he vms with the Kansas Entomo-
logical Commission at Manhattan. From 1927 until his retirement in 
1948, Mr. Gates was State Entomologist (Nebraska). He took classes 
under Professor Bruner and expressed pleasure the Entomology Club 
was named for Bruner. Mr. and Mrs. Gates have four children of which 
they can be justly proud. Two of them are listed below. The othel" 
two, a son, Glen, and daughter, Dr. Ruth, teach physics and home 
economics at a Milwaukee high school and Pennsylvania State UniverCli-!:y 
respecti,rely. 
Doris B. Gates (B.S., 1937; M.S., 1947; Staff 1943-1945), Route 1, 
Box 25, Chadron, Nebraska 69337. Doris carries a full teaching 1o<d 
at Chadron State College. She teaches biological survey, entomo1opy.> 
ornithology, wildlife conservation, and other related subjects.. Sl'c) 
became a member of Sigma Xi in 1965.. All of us here in the DepartY;-,.,":n.t 
were pleased to have Doris back with us as a student last year. She 
attended the University on a NSF grant. She has a nice home in 
hills seven miles south of Chadron. Currently, she serves as 
of the Nebraska Ornithologists' Union, Inc .. 
ROBERT L. GATES (B.S., 1939), 143 Elizabeth Street, Medina, New York 
14103. Dr. Gates obtained his PhD. from the University of Nebraska 
in 1952 majoring in Chemistry. He presently is the Director of 
Research and Development for the F.M.C. Corp_, Niagara Chemical 
Division. This position involves the discovery and development of 
new pesticides. The Gates have two sons (22 and 13 years). The 
older son will graduate from Cornell in 1966--an agricultural 
MARGARET M. GEHRKE (MRS. E. A.) (Laboratory Technician, 1944-1956), 
5218 Adams Street, Lincoln, Nebraska 68504. Mrs. Gehrke (Frau Gehrks:; 
was our efficient laboratory technician with the bright and bubbling 
personality--things never have been the same around here since 1956. 
She says: trAIl is quiet as usual at the little house on Ada.ms Street. 
with all the books and one 1l0rpheus," a loudly Singing canary~ I 
read all day, every day. But after seven years 0f study in an-t"hr'};:>olcg~;'( 
I decided it is unwise to know too Duch a~d her-ce I am now de"\r~"ted 
to Greek and Roman history, conscious that time is running out. II 
LEWIS T. GRAHAM (Assistant Entomologist, 1942-1943), Box 403, 
Southwestern Station, Lafayette, Louisiana 70501. Dr. Graham is 
the Dean, College of Liberal Arts, University of Southwestern 
Louisiana. He is in charge of the policies and administration of 
the College of Liberal Arts. The Grahams have a son, daughter, and 
one grandson. 
EUGENE W. HAMILTON (B.S., 1949, Agric.; M.S., 1951, Ent.; Research 
Assistant Entomologist, 1951-1957), 2103 Elmwood Drive, Brookings, 
South Dakota 57006. Gene has become a research entomologist 
(toxicology) for the Northern Grain Insects Research Laboratory after 
receiving his PhD. from Iowa State University (1960). His present 
duty as project leader in tOxicology includes research on metabolism 
of insecticides in grain insects, genetics of insecticide resistance, 
chemosterilant studies and insecticide residues in small grains. He 
is also Associate Professor at South Dakota State University and is 
working on a B.S. degree in electrical engineering. Gene is married 
and has three children (8-17 years). 
HAROLD A. HAUKE (M.S., 1934; Grasshopper Control Supervisor, 194h-195h):; 
5632 14th Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55417. Mr. Hauke is 
Assistant Regional Supervisor with 30 years service for the Plant Pest 
Control Division of the U.S.D.A. He is survey supervisor for the 
13 North-Central States. The Haukes have two daughters and two grE'''l-
children. They have just recently discovered the joys of c::unping Cl!tJ 
and plan to make up for some lost time. 
ELVIS A. HEINRICHS (B.S., 1962, Agric.; M.S., 1964, Ent.), L-24 
Jardine, Manhattan, Kansas. "Short" is working on his PhD. at 
Kansas State. His dissertation, which should be finished next 
January, will be on the biology and external larval morphology of 
the cedar webworm, Choristoneura houstonana, which is a pest in 
windbreaks in western Kansas. Short is married and has a daughtel', 
Shawn (17 months). His wife Nancy is working on her B.S. degree in 
Elementary Education. 
ROBERT W. HELM (Extension Entomologist, 1950-1952), 1463 Wood Acres 
Drive, Mountainside, New Jersey. Bob is Superintendent of the Union 
County Mosquito Extermination Commission.. Union County is a heavily 
populated area of 600,000 persons. The Mosquito Extermination 
Commission has 26 permanent and 20 seasonal employees. Bob is marrir)d 
and has a young boy and girl. The Hem have become boating enthus::.'" 
asts and own a 29-foot cabin cruiser which occupies all their II fair 
weather" spare time. 
EPHRIAM HIXSON (Chairman, 1946 ... 1950; Associate Director for Resident 
Teaching, 1949-1954), American Embassy, Box 10, FPO, New York 0952'(. 
Dr. Hixson is with USAID in Egypt and presently advisor to the Dean 
of Agriculture, University of Alexandria. He is helping the Uni,rers:it:T 
with its program and. curriculums in extension, general agricult.m'·;, and 
even home economics. Dr. Hixson is also doing come entomologic:~l wc,rk 
and says in~ects on cott.on are most lm,p::lria.:rxt. :in E,:SJPt,. He lo:r~t, I:,-:;.d:L? 
in 1962 and. was i."'1 Ni.geria :fOl" three YG2.rS befor0 going tc E:;ypt .• 
He is definitely a man of the world. Mrs. Hixson is with her 
husband. Their son, Ephriam, Jr., coaches basketball at Le:x:i,.ngton, 
Nebraska. 
liTAlNE L. HOWE (Head, Forage Insect Lab, 1957-1961) Dr. Howe is now 
with the Plant Introduction Station, Ames, Iowa. He is in charge 
of screening foreign plant introductions for insect resistance. The 
Howels have two boys and a girl; a 13-year-old son at home, one son 
in the Air Force and the daughter teaching in California. 
O. WILLIAM ISAKSON (M.S., 1963), Department of Entomology, Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia. Bill, or "Ike" as he 
was better known, was a prominent member of the basketball and bowling 
teams while at Nebraska. After completing his Masters in 1963, Bill 
went to VPI as Extension altd Survey Entomologist for the state of 
Virginia. He is also taking course work toward a PhD. as time 
permits. Although his bowling and handball have suffered at Virginia, 
he still finds time for other athletic activities. 
JAMES L. JARVIS (Entomologist, U.S.D.A., Forage Insects Laboratory, 
1962-1964), Box 989, Gulfport, Mississippi 39501. Dr. Jarvis is 
currently located at Gulfport, Mississippi and still serves the c(\'-mt~f 
in the U.S.D.A. Jim is the project leader for the white-fringed 
beetle laboratory. He is conducting research on biology, ecology and 
control of the pest. The work is emphasizing peanuts, sugarcane, 
cotton and ornamentals as main crops. Jim has taken up salt-water 
and fresh-water fishing as well as raising his own tropical fish. 
He finds fishing the best of any place he knows but hunting is not 
as good as in Nebraska. 
BEN H. KANTACK (Instructor, 1958-62; PhD., 1963), 303 Eastern Avenue, 
Brookings, South Dakota. Ben conducted research at Nebraska on stored 
grain insects with his specialty the relationships of storage molds to 
stored grain dermestids. This great interest in yeasts helped him 
develop a recipe for home brew that will be long remembered by the 
Insectary personnel. Presently Ben is the Extension Entomologist at 
.south Dakota State University. He and his wife Frances have seven 
children, five boys and two girls. 
CHARLES F. KEECH (M.S., Ent., 1934), Box 157, Route 5, Lincoln, 
Nebraska. Charles is now Chief - Special Investigations, Lincoln 
District, Water Resources Division, U. S. Geological Survey. This 
job includes making section plans and completing all water resources 
investigations that require interpretation of data on ground-water 
hydrology, flood frequency, flood volume, bridge sites and chemical 
q)lality of water. Keech sent us one of him impressive published 
=:'oports, liThe Program of Ground-Water Investigations in Nebraska. 1I 
His son and daughter have presented him six grandchildren. 
ALBERT N. KISHABA (ASSistant Entomologist, 1960-1963), 123 East 
Broadbent Drive, Riverside, California. Dr. Kishaba is now a U.S.D.A. 
Research Entomologist working on the biology and behavior of the 
G!3.t.bage looper. His lnfe, Yaeko, is doing Public Health nursi:::lg 
P!!~7t-,t~~.e. '\tIe I'Jclrcomed a !'ec8nt visit. from AL 
EDWARD C. KLOSTEP21EYER (B.S., 1940; M.S., 1942), 611 Ellen Avenue, 
Prosser, Washington 99350. Ed took his PhD. from Washington State 
in 1952. He is now an Entomologist with the Irrigated Agricultural 
Research and Extension Center of Washington State University. At 
present he is working on corn earworm control, mint insect control, 
and seed pests and pollinators of alfalfa. Attending Washington 
State University are his son, Lyle. (in entomology!), and daughter, 
l1ary Jean. In 1965 Ed took a sabbatical leave and with his wife 
made a 17,000 mile trailer trip around the United States and Canada. 
They visited entomological research institutions in 36 states and 
several former members of our Entomology Department. 
GARRY N. KNOPF (Graduate Student, 1959-1960), University of Colorado 
Museum, Boulder, Colorado. Garry has a M.S. from Texas Technologi-
cal College (1961) and will have a PhD. from the University of 
Colorado this June. He is now Assistant Curator of Herpetology and 
is completing a dissertation on the unisexllaJ lizard,. Cnemidophoris 
tesselatus. This fall Garry will take a position at Southern 
Methodist University. He was married in 1964. Garry is remembered 
here as the man who kept a pet copperhead in the student laboratory 
of the Plant Industry Building -- (in a strong escape-proof cage, of 
course!) 
DOROTHY JOHNSON KNULL (M.S., 1932), 330 East Dunedin Road, Columbus, 
Ohio. Dr. Knull continues to travel with her husband, Dr. Josef 
Knull, on collecting trips, but has given her collection of 
Typhlocybinae to the Ohio State University collection. Following 
cataract operations last year which were a great success, perhaps 
Dorothy is searching for a more challenging group than the almost 
impossible (?) leafhoppers. 
KARL LEE KOCH (B.S., 1926; M.S., 1929), 9741 Southwest 157 Terrace, 
Miami, Florida 33157. Mr. Koch is retired (in 1959) from the 
Eastern States Farmers Exchange in Springfield, Massachusetts, after 
being with. them for 25 years. The Kochs moved to Florida two years 
ago for the warmth and sunshine and were welcomed by two hurricanes. 
FRED L. lCOERWITZ (M.S., 1961), 472 Delaware Way, Sterling, Colorado~ 
Fred is Instructor of Biology at Northeastern Junior College where 
he divides his teaching duties among Animal Biology, Invertebrate 
Zoology, Vertebrate Zoology and Entomology. Fred has done additional 
graduate work at the University of Oregon and attended the Marine 
Biology Institute at Coos Bay. He plans another trip to California 
and Oregon this summer to collect additional marine invertebrate 
and fresh water trout. The latter interest is shared by his two 
daughters. 
OSWALD KREICK (Insectary Technical Staff, 1957-1961), 7258 East 
Camelback Road, Scottsdale, Arizona. Mr. Kreick is retired and has 
spent the last three years with his wife Marie in Phoenix and 
Scottsdale. They have been married 48 years and have seven children 
and ten grandchildren. 
O'DEAN L. KURTZ (Graduate Student~ 1950-1951), 520$ Old Frederick 
Road, Baltimore, Maryland 21229. Mr. Kurtz has a B.S. degree from 
Iowa state University and a M.S. degree from George Washington 
University. From 1951 to 1962 he was with the Food & Drug Adminis-
tration working widely on food and food plant sanitation, and con-
ducted training activities for industry and government personnel in 
the United States and Europe. More recently he has conducted a 
sanitation consu1ting-analytical-training service to the food and 
drug industry. With K. L. Harris he has written a book "Micro-
Analytical Entomology for Food Sanitation Control-II For this book 
and other contributions to the field of analytical entomology and 
sanitation~ these authors received the seventh Harvey W. Wiley 
Award from the Association of Official Agricultural Chemists. 
WALlACE E. lABERGE (Assistant and Associate Professor, 1959-J.965).I' 
2012 South Race Street, Urbana, Illinois. Dr. LaBerge left us last 
September (1965) and is now at the Illinois Natural History Survey, 
Urbana, Illinois. Wally is an Associate Taxonomist and is continuing 
his studies of systematics of Andrena and other bees, is working on 
bee biology, Ichneumonoid wasps, and is expected to identify other 
Hymenoptera and Lepidoptera. While on our staff Dr. LaBerge made 
field trips to Wyoming, western Nebraska, and Minnesota which 
produced exciting diversion and interesting material for study. 
His wife Betty is taking up the guitar. They have three children -
Daniel, Lesle, and Laura - and Elizabeth (dog-dog). They have just 
bought a home in Urbana. 
EDWARD F. LAIRD, JR. (M.S.~ 19$1), 3055 Priscilla Street, Riverside, 
California 92506. Ed received a B.S. degree from the University of 
Delaware before obtaining the M.S. at Nebraska. He was also Research 
Assistant in the Plant Pathology Department at Nebraska, and now he 
is a Laboratory Technician IV at the University of California. This 
research deals with virus-vector field. Ed is married and has two 
boys. 
LLOYD W. LATHROP (B.S., 1954, Agric.), G2 Section HQ I Corps (GP), 
APO~ San Francisco 96358. Lloyd is an Army Captain in Vijongbu 
(15 miles south of Seoul), Korea. He is now an air intellige:a~8 
officer but is due to return to the United States in August. Ris 
wife, a graduate of the University of Nebraska, and their four sons 
(3 to 9 years) live in Omaha. 
STANLEY D. LIEDTKE (B.S., 1948, Agric. Eng.), 1930 Carter Road, 
Dubuque, Iowa 52001. Stan is Senior Project Engineer for John 
Deere and is responsible for design and development work on crawler 
t~:actors. He is on several committees of the American Society of 
,~gricu1tura1 Engineers and the Society of Automotive Engineers. 
Stan presented a paper on his tractor work to the A.S.A.E. last 
3ummer. Mrs. Liedtke (Clare Vossberg) is a former Entomology 
Department secretary. The Liedtkes have two children in high school. 
dtan is active in the Toastmasters International and still has an 
:;'.nterest in entomology. 
JACK W. LOM.;~X (B.S., 19LB; M.S., 1953; Extension Entomologist 1;h3--
1950), 7166 Orchard, Riverside, California 92504. Jack is Adminis-
trative Sales Manager, Western District (nine western states includ-
ing Alaska and Hawaii) for the Velsicol Chemical Corporation. DurDlg 
his travels, including Hawaii, Jack renews friendships with other 
alumni. He. reports· his company ~ forces" "him to' take those· Hawaiian 
trips. The Lomaxs have a boy (Jim) and girl (Judy) in high school. 
CLAYTON W. McCOY (M.S., 1963), 1851 Loma Vista, Riverside, California·, 
Clay is a research Assistant in the Department of Biological Control 
at the University of California, Riverside, where he is finishing Ld_s 
PhD. thesis on a biosystematic and field study of hymenopterous 
parasites of muscoid flies. His wife Lynne is a social worker at the 
Childrens Home Society of California. Clay still enjoys golf and 
bowling in his spare time (golf scores have increased by ten strokes 
and the bowling average has gone down 20 pins). 
MELVIN E. MoKnight (M.S., 1958, Ent.; Forage Insect Lab., 1957-1959)) 
Rocky Mountain Forest & Range Experiment Station, 221 Forestr.y 
Building, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado 80521. 
Hel is working on the biology, ecology and population dynamics of the 
spruce budworm in the central and southern Rocky Mountai.l"l.q. E<3 18 
also working toward a PhD. in Zoology at Colorado State University 
which should be finished in a year. He is married and has two girls (4 and 5 years of age). 
JERRY GEAN MEDLEY (B.S. 1958; M.S. 1964), Route 2, Box 126, 
Fredericksburg, Texas. Jerry is the Entomologist in Charge of 
Pesticide Regulation DiVision, U.S.D.A., which deals with insecticide 
testing of commercial products marketed for control of ectopara.sit,e;:~ 
of poultr.y. He is also concerned with the colonization of the fowl 
tick, poultry mites and lice. Emphasis is placed on developing metr.oc:' 
of precisely determining the residual effect of products tested 1L~d0r 
field conditions. Jerry finds his work interesting and enjoyable. Fe 
reports that the children, which number six (ages 2 months to 11 yea.rr:) J. 
are enjoying good health. Jerry says he still finds time to collect. 
Indian artifacts and to work in his l~ acres of garden. 
CLARENCE E. MICKEL (B.S., 1917, Agric.; Extension Entomologist 1917'~ 
1920), 6601 Los Arboles Circle, Tucson, Arizona 85704. In 1960 i):r'" 
Mickel retired as Head of the Department of Entorn.ology and Economi.·;: 
Zoology at the University of Minnesota. He is working on his old 
favorite subject, the taxonomy of Mutillidae. He is also listed as 
Visiting Professor at the University of Arizona. The Mickels now 
make their home in Tucson. 
MARTIN H. MUMA (ASSOCiate Professor and Curator, 1945-1951), Citru.s 
Experiment Station, Lake Alfred, Florida. Now a Professor at the 
University of Florida, Dr. Muma is continuing his work on the 
biological control and taxonomy of citrus insects and mites. He haE~ 
just completed a three-year study for the NSF on solpugid biolo~l 
which resulted in six papers. He is also working on the scorpions 
and spiders of Florida. The Mumas have six children ranging in age 
from 8 to 22 years of age. Dr. Muma plans to retire in 1971 and 
move to the southwest where he will continue his work on the biology 
and behavior of arachinids. 
DOUGLAS D. NELSON (B.S., 1948, Agric.), 1200 Talleyrand Avenue, 
P.O. Box 1709, Jacksonville, Florida. Mr. Nelson is Manager of the 
Southern Agricultural Department of the Niagara Chemical Division 
of FMC Corporation. He supervises the Department activities in the 
southeastern United States. Mr. Nelson believes there is a bright 
future for anyone interested in pesticide sales or technical service. 
The Nelsons have two girls and a boy (11-15 years). 
ROBERT H. NELSON (B.S., 1929; M.S., 1930), 7309 Finn's Lane, Lanham, 
Maryland 20801. Mr. Nelson is now the Executive Secretary of the 
Entomological SOCiety of America. In this position, Jl1r. Nelson 
directs the business of the 5,200 member society. Bob says, 
I~ebraskans coming east are invited to stop for coffee at the ESA 
headquarters - 4603 Calvert Road, College Park, Maryland. It His son 
(Peter), City Manager of LaP1ata, Maryland, and daughter (Helen) are 
both married and each has a daughter. 
MAURICE R. NORTON (B.S., 1954, Agric.), 206 Vine Street, Louisville, 
Nebraska. Dr. Norton is a dental surgeon and has a general practice. 
His wife also graduated from the University of Nebraska. They have a 
daughter, age 7. 
PETER A. NYHUS (Graduate Student, 1960-1961), 718 11th Avenue North, 
st. James, Minnesota. Pete is a biology teacher and head footbaLl 
coach at St. James High School. He is also working on a M.A. degree 
in Health and Physical Education at Bemidji State College. He and 
his wife have a son born December 31, 1965. We hear that Pete has 
been appointed assistant football coach at Gustavus Adolphus for the 
year 1966-67. 
LOUIS J. OGDEN (ASSistant Entomologist, 1942),1901 Colfax Avenue, 
Austin, Texas 78758. Now an Entomologist with the U. S. Public Health 
Service, Louis is Assistant Project Officer, Texas Aedes ae~ti 
Eradication Program. This involves planning, execution and evaluaM.on 
of eradication activities in 30 Texas counties. Before being trans-
ferred to Texas in 1964, Louis worked in the State of Washington, 
Georgia and Central America. In Central America he evaluated the 
malaria programs in Guatemala, El Salvador, and Nicaragua. Louis 
and his wife Gertrude have a married daughter and a daughter in 
college. 
JOE PAPPAS (B.S. 1948, Agric.; M.S., 1950, Ent.), 4646 Gardena 
Drive, Riverside, California. Joe is now a Laboratory Technician IV 
with the University of California at Riverside and is working on the 
biology and control of citrus pests, armoured scale, and European 
brown snail. Joe's son, Tom, is attending the University of 
Nebraska on a football scholarship, and at home are four daughters. 
A year ago Joe had the good fortune to bowl his second 30e game 
which was good for $1,000.001 
CORNELIUS B. PHILIP (B.S., 1923; ScD. (Honorary), 1952), Rocky 
Mountain Laboratory, Hamilton, Montana. Dr. Philip has resigned as 
Director, Rocky Mountain Laboratory, and, as Principal Medical 
Entomologist, has resumed research especially on new ideas of typhus 
in domestic animals. In connection with this research he has 
visited several African and South Amel~ican c01.mtriea to coJ.lect blood 
s~ll1ples. In addUion, Dr. PhD :Lp wrote a ch.s.pter f01" a book 1I}{ethods 
in Virology, II visited ~Tohnston Is2..().nd (in the Pac:Lfic) 1:,0 revie'H a 
Smithsonian Ij,1ctitution sea bird contract, and is on the Interna-
tional Commission for Bacterial Nomenclature. In the near future 
he plans business trips to Moscow, Japan and Egypt. The Philips 
have four children and fourteen grandchildren. 
WILLIAM DWIGHT PIERCE (B.A., 1904; M.A., 1907), 4025 Halldale Avenu:; .. 
Los Angeles, California 90062. Dr. Pierce obtained a PhD. from Gecll'ge 
Washington University in 1917. He has had a long, varied, and 
distinguished career. From 1900-1904 he was student assistant in the 
Entomology Department; from April to June, 1904, Assistant State 
Entomologist, Mississippi; June 1904 to 1919, U. S. Bureau of 
Entomology, Principal Assistant in Southern Field Crop Insect 
Investigations and Insects Affecting Health of Man and Animals; 
from 1919 to 1927, Consulting Entomologist, Denver and San Mateo 
(California); 1927-1930, entomologist North Negros and Victorias 
Sugar Corp., Philippines; on editorial staff Biological Abstracts 
1930-1936; Curator of Entomology, Los Angeles County Museum, 
1937-1951. Dr. Pierce retired December 1, 1951 and became Emeritus 
Curator in Paleoentomology, a position he holds to date. For the 
past ten years he has been working on the Miocene fossil insects. 
Dr. Pierce has published 510 titles. His first paper was published 
in 1902 and there are several now in press in 1966, including 
"History of Medical Entomology" now in the hands of Smithsonian. 
Those of us who are working on bees often use Dr. Pierce's earliest 
papers for information on Strepsiptera. Dr. and Mrs. Pierce cele-
brated their 61st wedding anniversary last December 6, 1965. 
GEORGE A. PREECE (B.A., 1950), 6400 Hiway 2 SE, Lincoln, Nebraska. 
George is the President of Mid-State Pest Control, Inc., a success·· 
ful pest control business. He and his wife Mary have four daughters. 
Two are attending the University of Nebraska. George is an officer 
in the Shrine and has numerous other outside activities. He enjoys 
riding his horses as often as possible. 
LAURENCE W. QUATE (Assistant and Associate Professor, 1951-1958), 
Bishop Museum, Honolulu, Hawaii 96819. Dr. Quate is an entomologist 
for the Bishop Museum and is working on the taxonomy of Psychodida-s. 
He has carried out ecological studies in the Sudan (1962-1963) on 
Phlebotomus sandflies. This was in connection with aU. S. Navy, 
Kala-azar program. Dr. Quate also spent three months during 1965 
in Nepal. 
RAYMOND ROBERTS (M.S., Ent. 1927; Instructor to Associate Professor, 
1924-1942), 5012 Adenmoor Avenue, Lakewood, California. The Roberts 
family consists of three sons and one daughter and five grandchildren. 
Mr. Roberts is a lloon of leisure", semi-retired and IIhis time now is 
his ownll • Family history is now the most important. 
GEORGE L. ROLOFSON (B.S. 1961; M.S. 1964), Department of Entomology, 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia. George was 
the first of our entomology students to go to VPI to continue his 
gtudies. After his favorable reports he started a mass exodus to 
that institution. George occasionally returns to Lincoln on 
IIrecruitingll trips and to visit his parents. At the present time he 
is conducting research in the area of insect resistBnce to insecti-
cides and will complete his course work in June 1966. George has 
maintained his interest in sports and is involved in many varied 
affairs in Blacksburg. 
CARL W. SCHLUETER (B.S., Agric. 1948), 605 Marguerite Road, Metairie, 
Louisiana 70003. Carl is Plant Quarantine Inspector for the Plant 
Quarantine Division of the ARS, USDA in New Orleans. He inspects 
ships, planes and cargoes for foreign plant pests and supervises 
fumigation of ship cargoes and exPort inspection. He has also workod 
as an inspector at Brownsville, Texas. He collected a large number 
of insects from the New Guinea area during World War II and donated 
them to our collection. Carl is married and has a married son at 
St. John's College in Annapolis, Maryland; a second son, a basketball 
star at St. Martins Episcopal High School, who plans to enter 
Louisiana Poly tech, and a four and one-half year old daughter. The 
Schlueters enjoy the New Orleans area with its mild winters, interest-
ing sites and good working conditions. 
DONALD R. SCOTT (B.S., 1948; M.S., 1952), Agricultural Experiment 
Station, University of Idaho, Parma, Idaho 83660. Don is an 
Assistant Entomologist at the University of Idaho where he conducts 
research on vegetable insect pests. He is studying the relation-
ships between lygus bugs and carrots and starting a project on the 
biological control of three species of wireworms. Don looks forward 
to the Forage Insect, Pacific Northwest Vegetahle Insect and Fruit 
Insect annual conferences. Donis three sons and daughter range in 
age from 6 to 18 years and are excellent scholars as well as being 
athletically inclined, taking medals in swimming meets. The Scotts 
like to take camping trips in the wilderness area of Idaho. 
LEONARD E. SEATON (B.S., 1950; M.S., 1952), P.O. Box 2141, 
Bakersfield, California. Len owns the Ag-Tech-Service and is a 
Consulting Entomologist. He is married and has four children. 
LYLE F. SELKO (B.S. 1935, Agric.; M.S., 1936, Ent.), 2612 Berkshire 
Way, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Lyle is now Executive Director of 
the National Diabetic Foundation. He has two sons, David and Paul, 
who are majoring in Industrial Arts and Dentistry respectively at 
Central State College in Edmond, Oklahoma. 
ROBERT G. SIMPSON (Assistant Extension Entomologist, 1959-1960), 
632 South Loomis, Fort Collins, Colorado. Bob is now an Assistant 
Professor at Colorado State University. He teaches six courses and 
does research upon alfalfa weevil biology, migration of the green 
peach aphid, and alfalfa and potato test plots. Because of all this 
work the history and fishing have been neglected of late. He is 
married and has three daughters (5 to 10 years). 
B. Thomas Snipes (B.S., 1933; M.S., 1934), 531 Deming Street, 
Chicago 14, Illinois. Dr. Snipes is the Director of Technical 
Service, International Division, Velsicol Chemical Corporation. 
As Director he oversees foreign research on the development of 
agricultural pesticides. He has two sons, one is a Navy pilot and 
the other is working toward a PhD. degree at Brown University in 
cancer research. 
EVERETT W. SPACK}~ (M.S., 1954), 4016 East 9th Street, Cheyenne, 
Wyoming 82001. Everett is the Director, Division of Plant Industry, 
of the Wyoming Department of Agriculture. The Division deals with 
pesticide registration, regulatory work and the inspection of 
nurseries, greenhouses, apiaries, seeds, fertilizers and pesticides. 
Everett is married and has four boys (4 to 14 years). 
LLOYD R. SPACKMAN (B.S., 1950, Agric.), Genoa, Nebraska. Lloyd is a 
Sales Supervisor for International Minerals and Chemical Corporation. 
He supervises fertilizer sales in Iowa and Nebraska. Lloyd is 
married and has three sons (9, 13, and 17 years old). 
GLENN M. STOKES (M.S., 1962), 1508 Lynnette Drive, Metairie, 
Louisiana 70003. After leaving Nebraska Glenn obtained a M.A. degree 
in Biology from Harvard University and then did graduate work at the 
University of Florida and Louisiana State University. He now plans 
to enter Tulane University. It seems as if Glenn is well on his way 
to becoming a professional graduate student. He suggests the forma-
tion of a "Gradua1ie Student Associationll • At present he is 
Director of the Jefferson Parish Department of Mosqui.to Control. 
Glen is lnarried and has three children. 
DOUGLAS W. S. SUTHERLAND (Graduate Student, 1955-1956), Packers Falls 
Road, RD 1, Durham, New Hampshire 03824. Dr. Sutherland has a PhD. 
from Cornell University. Presently he is an Assistant Professor at 
the University of New Hampshire. His work concerns pesticide 
coordination, extension entomology and insect surveys. The 
Sutherlands have a daughter. 
H. DOUGLAS TATE (ASSOCiate Professor, 1939; Professor and Chairman, 
1941-1946), 182 Knoll Drive, Hamden, Connecticut. Dr. Tate is now 
l1anager of Agricultural Chemicals Research and Development for the 
U.S. Rubber Company (Chemical Division). He has taken several 
interesting trips abroad on company business (Indonesia and Malaya, 
1963; Liberia, Ghana and Sierra Leone, 1964, and again in 1965; and 
other countries). The Company has acquired a 600,000 acre land 
concession in Liberia and hopes to grow rubber and food crops on a 
commercial scale. Dr. Tate reports his family status as "the Samell. 
EUGENE G. THOMPSON (Research Assistant, 1959-1960), 137 Lang Road, 
Ft. Sam Houston, Texas 78234. Gene received a M.S. from Oklahoma 
State University after leaving Nebraska, and is now a Captain and 
Medical Entomologist with the U. S. Army. His duties include Chief 
of Enlisted Preventive Medicine Branch, MFSS, and Instructor of 
Entomology. His recent research projects have dwelt with insecticide 
screening, malaria, encephalitiasis and ectoparasite surveys. Gene 
is married and has a son. 
STEPHEN M. VALDER (B.S., 1963), K-6 Jardine Terrace, Manhattan, 
Kansas. 1965 was a big year for Steve. He received his M.S. from 
Kansas State and was married to Sue Ann. At the present time he 
is working on the PhD. His duties have been research in the area 
of face fly nutrition and metabolism and teaching a physiology lab. 
Steve hopes to start research soon on lipid metabolism of diapausing 
vs non-diapausing face flies. 
JERRY S. VANDEBERG (B.S., 1964; M.S., 1965), 1600 Grissom Lane, 
Blacksburg, Virginia. Jerry and his wife Kit are part of the 
Nebraska contingent at VPI. Kit is working on her M.S. in zoology. 
Jerry is doing his work under Dr. S. D. Carlson, another former 
Nebraskan, on the ultra-structure and electro-physiology of the sound 
receptors of Protoparce sexta. Jerry and Kit have a son, Blaine, 
3 years old. According to Jerry, the golf courses around Blacksburg 
are pretty fair, but he misses the tough competition given him by 
Paul Peterson and Doug Cates. 
CARROL M. VOSS (B.S., 1941), RD 1, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. Dr. 
Voss is president and owner of Ag-Rotors, Inc. and has a M.S. and 
PhD. from the University of Wisconsin. Ag-Rotors is an agricultur~.l 
helicopter organization. Dr. Voss has sent us one of their folders, 
"Agricultural Helicopter Flight Training Program, II on a new service 
the traj_ning of pilots for agricultural spray work. He also does 
research on orchard pest control. Last summer he worked with the 
University of West Indies (Trinidad) on citrus and sugar cane 
control by helicopter. Dr. and Mrs. Voss have four children. 
ROBERT J. WALSTROM (B.S., 1947; M.S., 1949), 1409 First Street, 
Brookings, South Dakota 57006. Dr. Walstrom took his PhD. at Iowa 
State and is currently Head of the Entomology-Zoology Department, 
South Dakota State University. In addition to administration, he 
teaches some entomology courses and carries out research on the 
control of legume insects. Dr. Walstrom and his wife Mary Lou 
have two teenage sons. 
MORGAN C. WEBB, III (PhD., 1961, Ent.), 1325 South Newton, Sioux 
City, Iowa 51106. Dr. Webb is now Assistant Professor of Biolo~J 
at Morningside College after spending four years at Whitworth 
College in Washington. Last year he spent six weeks with the S~~er 
Institute in Dessert Biology at Arizona State University. The Webb's 
have six children, the oldest is a college freshman, the youngest is 
3 years old. Morgan has the distinction of being the first student 
to take the P~degree from the University of Nebraska Department of 
Entomology. 
DON B. WHELAN (Instructor, Assistant and Associate Professor, 1923-
1940; Extension Entomologist, 1940-1944), 3855 Orchard Street, Ltncoln, 
Nebraska. Mr. Whelan is quite active and helps the Woodman Accident. 
and Life Company with its lawn and landscaping problems. He is 
approaching his golden wedding anniversary and has a daughter, Martha, 
1'\Tho graduated from the University of Nebraska. A grandson is a naval 
I,ieutenant on a Polaris submarine and a granddaughter graduates this 
June from the University of Nebraska. ' 
RICHARD E. WHITE (Curatorial Assistant, 1963), U. S. National Musem'1, 
"\{ashington, D. c. 20560. Dick spent a summer in our museum rearrang-
ing the beetles and went along on the summer field trip. He is now 
a Research Scientist with the U.S.D.A. His duties concern t~~onomy, 
especially of Anobiidae. Presently Dick is collaborating with Dr. 
Borror of Ohio State University on a "field guide to the insects. 1I 
JOHN H. WILLIAMS (M.S., 1960), 1002 #C Gandea Way, Manhattan, 
Kansas. John has recently completed the PhD. degree at Kansas 
State University and is now looking for a position. He was 
married in June of 1963. The faculty and stUdents who attended 
the Kansas Entomological Society meeting at Manhattan in 1965 had 
a nice visit with John and his wife. Who won that NU-KSU bowling 
meet anyway? 
SAUVI YALVAC (Participant, U.S. A.I.D. Program, 1957-1959), 
Ataturk University, Erzurum, Turkey. Dr. Yalvac is the Administra-
tive Head of the Department of Zoology and in addition carries out 
research and teaches in the fields of zoology and genetics. The 
Yalvacs have a son and daughter in college. Mrs. Yalvac is teaching 
Turkish literature in high school. 
ROCKFORD G. IAPP, JR. (B.S., 1954, Agric.), 814 Northwest Blvd., 
Columbus, Ohio. Rocky is a District Manager for the Shell Chemical 
Company. He is in charge of marketing Shell's agricultural chemicals 
in Indiana, Michigan, OhiO, Kentucky, West Virginia and western 
Pennsylvania. Rocky came to Shell in 1957 after spending three years 
in the Navy at various localities. The Yapps have three small 
children, a girl and two boys. 
PUBLI CATIONS 
Papers published by members of the Entomology Department since 
the last Newsletter are listed below. Copies of most of these papers 
are available. This list does not include the many insect control 
recommendations, newspaper articles, survey reports and similar types 
of material by our Extension staff. 
At yeo, lol. T. The Bdellidae (Acarina) of the Australian realm. 
Part 1. New Zealand, Campbell Island and the Auckland Islands. 
Bull. Univ. Nebr. State MUs. 4:113-166. 
The Bdellidae (Acarina) of the Australian realm. 
Part II. Australia and Tasmania. Bull. Univ. Nebr. state Mus. 
4:167-210. 
New and redescribed species of Raphighathidae (Acarina) 
and a discussion of the chaetotaxy of the Raphignathoidea. 
J. Kans. Ent. Soc. 36:172-186. 
New species and new records of Bde11idae from Macquarie 
and the Auckland Islands (Acarina). Pacific Insects 5:445-450. 
Ball, H. J. and G. T. Weekman. Differential resistance of corn root-
worms to insecticides in Nebraska and adjoining states. J. 
Econ. Ent. 56:553-555. 
Hagen, A. F. Evaluation of populations and control of the western 
bean cutworm in field beans in Nebraska. J. Econ. Ent. 56:222-224. 
Jones, C. M. and J. G. Medley. Control of the face fly on cattle with 
Co-Ral in grain and on pasture. J. Econ. Ent. 56:214-215. 
LaBerge, W. E. Records of bees of the genus Svastra in North America 
with the description of a new species (aymenoptera, Apidae). 
J. Kans. Ent. Soc. 36:52-56. 
New species and records of little-known species of 
Melissodes from North America (Hymenoptera: Anthophoridae). 
Bull. Univ. Nebr. state Mus. 4:227-242. 
and O. W. Isakson. The nest of Lasioglossum (Chlora-
---=-li":""· c~t~u-s~)-zephyrus (Smith) in Wyoming (Hymenoptera, Halictidae). 
Ent. News 74:113-116. 
___ -:--~~ and C. D. Michener. Deltoptila, a middle American genus 
of Anthopho rine bees (Hymenoptera, Apoidea). Bull. Uni v. Nebr. 
state Mus. 4:211-225. 
Manglitz, G. R., D. M. Anderson and H. J. Gorz. Observations on the 
larval feeding habits of two species of Sitona (Coleoptera: 
Curculionidae) in sweetclover fields. Ann. Ent. Soc. Amer. 56: 
831-835. 
Manglitz, G. R. and C. o. Calkins. Plowing for sweet clover weevil 
control. J. Econ. Ent. 56:716-717. 
and H. J. Gorz. Sources of resistance to the sweet-
---c'="'lo-v-e-r-a""":pmd in introduced species of Melilotus. ARS-33-86, 
ARS, USDA. 
Pruess, K. P. Effects of food, temperature and oviposition site on 
longevi ty and fecundity of the army cutworm. J. Econ. Ent. 
56 : 219 -221. 
Staples, R. and M. Brakke. Relation of Agro yron repens mosaic and 
wheat streak mosaic viruses. Phytopath. 3:969-972. 
Weekman, G. T. and H. J. Ball. A portable electrically operated 
collecting device. J. Econ. Ent. 56:708-709. 
At yeo, W. T., G. T. Weekman and D. E. Lawson. The identification of 
Diabrotica species by chorion sculpturing. J. Kans. Ent. Soc. 
37 :9-11. 
At yeo, \>J. T. Insects of Campbell Island. Prostigmata: Bdellidae. 
Pacific Insects Mono. 7:166-169. 
Tillacarus zumpti, sp. nov., Acarina: Sarcoptiformes: 
Analgesidae. Pilot Reg. Zool., No.2, 2 pp. 
and E. W. Baker. 
---ma--:"t"':."i-c-mi tes (Acarina). Tarsocheylidae, a new family of prostig-Bull. Univ. Nebr. State Mus. 4:243-256. 
A review of the mites of the family 
Pseudocheylidae Oudemans, 1909 (Acarina, Prostigmata). Bull. 
Univ. Nebr. State Mus. 4:257-272. 
and I. D. Vassilev. New species of Proctophyllodes from 
----=B:-"ulO::-g-a-ria (Sarcoptiformes, Analgoidea). Univ. Nebr. State Mus. 
Bull. 4 :273-277 • 
Edman, J. D. Control of Culex tarsalis (Coquillett) and Aedes vexans 
(Meigen) on Lewis and Clark Lake (Gavins Point Reservoir)lby 
water level management. Mosquito News, 24:173-185. 
Jarvis, J. L. An association between a species of Caloglyphus 
(Acarina: Acaridae) and Phyllophaga anna (Coleoptera: Scara-
baeidae). J. Kans. Ent. Soc. 37:207-210. 
Koerwitz, F. L. and K. P. Pruess. Migratory potential of the army 
cutworm. J. Kans. Ent. Soc. 37:234-239. 
LaBerge, W. E. Prodromus of American bees of the genus Andrena 
(EYmenoptera, Apoidea). Bull. Univ. Nebr. State Mus. 4:279-316. 
Mangli tz, G. R. Spread of the western complex of the alfalfa weevil 
and resistance to insecticides. Proc. N. C. Branch, FSA, 19:{,7. 
----::---- and H. J. Gorz. Host range studies with the sweet-clover weevil and the sweetclover aphid. J. Econ. Ent. 57: 
683-687. 
and R. E. Hill. Seasonal population fluctuations and 
------,----=--
natural control of the sweetclover aphid. Nebr. Agr. Exp. Sta. 
Res. Bull. No. 217, 21 pp. 
BAll, H. J. Photosensitivity in the terminal abdominal ganglion of 
Perip:LCln~~a ~!Tl.,ericana (L.). J. Insect Physiol. 11: 1311-1315 . 
Howe, H. L., W. R. Kehr and C. O. Calkins. Appraisal for combined pea 
aphid and spotted alfalfa aphid resistance in alfalfa. Univ. 
Nebr. Res. Bull. 221, 31 pp. 
Kishaba, A. N. and G. R. Manglitz. Non-preference as a mechanism of 
sweetclover and alfalfa resistance to the sweetclover aphid and 
the spotted alfalfa aphid. J. Econ. Ent. 58:566-569. 
LaBerge, itJ. E. and P. D. Hurd, Jr. A new subgenus and species of 
matinal Andrena from the flowers of Sicyos (Cucurbitaceae) in 
Mexico. Pan-Pac. Ent. 41:186-193. 
LaBerge, W. E., O. vI. Isakson and W. R. Kehr. Native insects as 
pollinators of caged alfalfa clones and seedling performance of 
the progeny. J. Econ. Ent. 58:63-66. 
Manglitz, G. R., H. J. Gorz and F. A. Haskins. Found - a weevil resis-
tant sweetclover species. Nebr. Exp. Sta. Quarterly, Winter. 
Ribble, D. W. A revision of the banded subgenera of Nomia in America 
(Hymenoptera: Halictidae). Univ. Kans. Sci. Bull., 45:277-359. 
An anomalous specimen of Andrena chlorogaster Viereck 
(Hymenoptera: Apoidea). J. Kans. Ent. Soc. 38:87. 
1966 (to March) 
Pruess, K. P. and N. C. Pruess. Note on Malaise trap for determining 
flight direction of insects. J. Kans. Ent. Soc. 39:98-102. 
Sparks, A. N., H. C. Chiang, C. C. Burkhardt, M. L. Fairchild and 
G. T. t1eekman. Evaluation of the influence of predation on corn 
borer populations. J. Econ. Ent. 59:104-107. 
ADDENDUM 
Publications 
At yeo, Warren T. and Norman L. Braasch. 1966. The feather m:Lte genus 
Proctophyllodes (Sarcoptiformes: Proctophyllodidae). Bull. Univ. 
Nebr. state Mus., 5:1-354. 
Howe, W. L., 11. R. Kehr, N. E. McKnight and G. R. Mangli tz • 1963 • 
Studies of the mechanisms and sources of spotted alfalfa aphid 
resistance in ranger alfalfa. Univ. Nebr. Res. Bull. 210, 22 ppm 
LaBerge, W. E. 1963. Helissodes fonscolombei Romand, 1841 (Insecta, 
Hymenoptera); proposed suppression under the plenary powers as a 
nomen dubium. Z.N.(S.) 862. Bull. Zool. Nomencl. 20:292-293. 
Nelson, S. A., L. E. Stetson and J. J. Rhine. 1964. Operation RF holds 
promise in continuing war against insects. Nebr. Exp. Sta. 
Quarterly, Summer, ppm 6-7. 
1965. Factors influenc-
ing effectiveness of radiofrequency electric fields for stored-
grain insect control. Proc. American Soc. Agric. Engr. 1965. 
24 ppm 
student 
PAUL C. PETERSON (Graduate Student, 1962-), 4300 Holdrege street, 
Lincoln, Nebraska. After receiving his BS from Gustavus Adolphus 
College in st. Peter, Minnesota, Pete came to Nebraska to work straight 
through for his PhD. He is presently kept busy "workingll under Dr. 
At yeo on a revision of the feather mite genus Brephosceles. He and his 
wife Nan are enjoying a new white Mustang convertible, but Pete says 
the Nebraska weather is either too hot or too cold for a convertible. 
(Sorry about that, Petel - Ed.) 
((You mean you want me to break it open 
7" - Dave Ribble, Mrs. Bare 
((Let's see now ... a fly has two wings; a 
beetle four. .. - Dave Keith 
I Photos by Don Lawson, Chong Park I 
Santa Clause 
Chong P ark and 
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In conference; 
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